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RADICAL TWEAK-RELOCATING THE POWER
TO ASSIGN SEX

FROM ENFORCER OF DIFFERENTIATION TO FACILITATOR
OF INCLUSIVENESS: REVISING THE RESPONSE TO

INTERSEXUALITY

ELIZABETH REILLY*

3. SEX

o3 Male

o3 Female

o3 Not yet determined

Item must be completed. If the record is filed with an N code, send the
record to NCHS but query the hospital until a determination of the
infant's sex is made. Send the updated record to NCHS with the update
file.

I. INTRODUCTION

Simply, starkly, the law mandates an answer-every child must be male, or
female. 2 The need to meet this requirement marks the point at which the "perfect"

. Elizabeth Reilly, Associate Dean and McDowell Professor of Law, University of Akron School of
Law. Thanks to my excellent research assistants, Krista Piersol and Kevin Nillson, to my colleagues
Brant Lee, Jane Moriarty, Stewart Moritz, Molly O'Brien, and Tracy Thomas for their insightful and
helpful comments on earlier drafts, and to my husband Scott Piepho for his encouragement and
provision of the title "radical tweak." A special thanks to Julie Zando-Dennis, the Cardozo Women 's
Law Journal, and Betsy Driver of Bodies Like Ours for the exceptional symposium in which I was
honored to be a participant, and to the other symposium participants, whose work has greatly influenced
mine.

I DEP'T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERV., CTR. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, BIRTH EDIT
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE 2003 REVISION OF THE U.S. STANDARD CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH, Item 3, p. 2
(2005) (emphasis added) [hereinafter BIRTH EDIT SPECIFICATIONS], available at
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/dvs/FinalBirthSpecs3-24-2005.pdf.

2 Note that the certificate permits "not yet determined" only as a placeholder, hospitals and
Registrars of Vital Statistics are not permitted to use it as a permanent designation, and the language
specifically refers to making sure that the sex of each "infant" is identified. The pressure to assign a sex
is just as strong, even though the period of time allowed for the decision may now extend beyond the
standard ten days, because the certificate must still be completed while the person is an "infant." The
placeholder also results in continual inquiries to the hospitals until a designation is selected, perhaps
even increasing the sense of stress and urgency to select and assign one sex. See id.
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and "healthy" child the parents see 3 becomes the medical anomaly the physicians
see as a problem in need of "correction" before the birth can be registered
appropriately. 4 With that forced assignment, law tags each of us with a sexual
identity and renders the intersexed invisible. In the process, the law removes its
own power to serve as a source of solution to injustices it can neither recognize nor
remedy.

5

3 J. David Hester, Rhetoric of the Medical Management of Intersexed Children: New Insights into
"Disease ", "Curing", "Illness" and "Healing", GENDERS, Issue 38, 31 (2003),
http://www.genders.org/g38/g38_hester.html (citing studies conducted by Suzanne Kessler about
parental reaction to their intersexed newborns, the thoughts of parents showed little concern about
genital appearance, at least until physicians began using the rhetoric of "problems").

4 AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, Evaluation of the Newborn with Developmental
Anomalies of the External Genitalia, 106 PEDIATRICS 138 (2000) [hereinafter AAP Evaluation],
available at http://aappolicy.aappublications.org/cgi/reprint/pediatrics;106/1/138.pdf. The policy
statement informed physicians that:

The newborn with abnormal genital development presents a difficult diagnostic and
treatment challenge .... It is important that a definitive diagnosis be determined as
quickly as possible .... The purpose of this review is to identify which newborns among
those with abnormal genital development need to be screened for intersexuality .... The
birth of a child with ambiguous genitalia constitutes a social emergency. Because words
spoken in the delivery room may have a lasting impact on parents and their relationship
with their infant ... [t]he infant should be referred to as "your baby" or "your child"-
not "it," "he," or "she.".. . [D]emonstrate the precise abnormalities of genital
development.., and [explain] that the abnormal appearance can be corrected....
Parents should be encouraged not to name the child or register the birth, ifpossible, until
the sex of rearing is established.

Id. at 138 (emphasis added).
5 The literature on intersexuality continually refers to the birth certificate, whether in medical,

sociological, legal or ethical texts. This ubiquity is intriguing. Such centrality is somewhat
confounding, as birth certificates simply do not loom large in most areas of daily life, and certainly not
in law.

Even where birth certificates are required by law, the stated purpose is almost always to prove
age. For example, state statutes may require birth certificates as evidence of age for school purposes.
See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 15-828 (2004); ARK. CODE ANN. § 6-18-208 (2004); HAW. REV.
STAT. § 302A-1131 (2004); IND. CODE § 20-8.1-3-17.1 (2004); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 72-53, 106 (2004);
MICH. COMp. LAWS ANN. § 380.1135 (West 2005); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 18A:36-25.1 (West 2005); N.Y.
EDUC. § 3218 (2005); TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. § 25.002 (Vernon 2005); VA. CODE ANN. §22.1-3.1
(2005). A few states also specifically require proof of age for drivers' licenses. See, e.g., ALA. CODE §
32-6-8 (2005); COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 42-2-302 (2005). However, most state statutes that specify
requirements for drivers' licenses do not even mention the birth certificate, although it qualifies as proof
of identity. Only six states require the birth certificate, and one requires it only for fifteen-year-old
applicants. The birth certificate may also serve as prima facie evidence of age for marriage licenses, and
may serve as prima facie evidence of age. See, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 9-11-205 (2005); ARK. CODE
ANN. § 9-11-103 (2005); COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 4-2-105 (2005); GA. CODE ANN. § 19-3-36 (2005).
In total, twenty-seven states require the birth certificate when applying for a marriage license, but more
than half of these twenty-seven require it only where a person is younger than a certain prescribed age.
No statute states that the birth certificate is to be used to verify sex or citizenship. For Passports, etc.,
see LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 23:992.2 (2005). See Julie A. Greenberg, Defining Male and Female:
Intersexuality and the Collision Between Law and Biology, 41 ARIZ. L. REV. 265, 307-09 & nn.336 &
341 (1999).

Birth certificates are treated as reliable records; legal insofar as they are governmental, officially-
administered artifacts that exist because a law created them. That alone does not embody the sort of
legal judgment that scholars usually study, however. Why then the obsession with such a relatively
minor and practically non-legal thing? The apparent answer is that birth certificates are relatively
unimportant for most people, but are critically important in the legal and social strictures that limit
intersexuals.

[Vol. 12:297
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Law assumes that sex is a bipolar, universal, and unchanging characteristic. 6

It operates as an obstacle to change through nearly invisible mechanisms, such as
the use of sex identification on birth certificates and drivers' licenses, for which
there is no flexibility in the categories male or female, and limited-to-no ability to
define one's own sexual identity in conformity with its actual nature. 7 Everyone is
legally subject to a sexual identity assigned by someone else's best guess within a
few moments or days of birth.8 The fact that in the vast majority of cases the guess

is close enough to the mark to work for an individual should not obscure the truths

that (1) it is only an educated guess, and (2) it is sometimes drastically wrong.
Conservative estimates place the frequency of intersex births at 1.7% of live

births.
9

It is time to alter the role of the law in its treatment of intersexuals.
Currently, the legal response to intersexuality is bound by wholesale acceptance of

the deeply rooted assumption that sex identity is simple and binary-male or
female. This acceptance, unquestioned and virtually invisible, has made the legal

In addition to the impact on intersexuals and transsexuals, adoption is another arena in which
Birth Certificates are visible, and inhabit a sphere of obvious "legality." For instance, states permit
Birth Certificates to be amended to report the names of the adoptive parents and their given name for the
child. See, e.g., OHIO REV. CODE § 3107.05 (LexisNexis 2006). See generally Greenberg, supra note 5,
at 317 n.422. Interestingly, in adoption law, changes are made to remove one set of indisputable
biological facts in order to replace them with another set of social facts deemed to be of greater
significance to the individual for identity purposes. The changes are not required for legal purposes, as
other documents such as decrees establish the legal reality. It is perhaps an acknowledgment that the
construction of one's identity, especially for the community, is so basic that people justify change for
reasons of family identification. This makes it harder to see why the same does not apply to sex-that is,
why a sex cannot readily be assigned or changed as a social fact for reasons of actual self-definition.

6 This aspect has drawn the attention of many other observers, including Greenberg, supra note 5,
at 275 nn.44-48; Paisley Currah, Defending Genders: Sex and Gender Non-Conformity in the Civil
Rights Strategies of Sexual Minorities, 48 HASTINGS L. J. 1363, 1363-64 (citing Mary C. Dunlap, The
Constitutional Rights of Sexual Minorities: A Crisis of the Male/Female Dichotomy, 30 HASTINGS L.J.
1131, 1147 (1979), which noted the problem of state authority rather than individual authority to define
sex, gender and its attributes); id. at 1371 (describing the existence of a "common sense" knowledge of
immutable, binary, and bodily-identified sex and gender for all).

7 See, e.g., MARCUS DE MARIA ARANA, SAN FRANCISCO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION, A HUMAN

RIGHTS INVESTIGATION INTO THE MEDICAL "NORMALIZATION" OF INTERSEX PEOPLE: A REPORT OF A
PUBLIC HEARING BY THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF THE CITY & COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 7,
23 (2005), available at
http://www.sfgov.org/site/uploadedfiles/sfhurnanrights/Committee Meetings/Lesbian GayBisexualTr
ansgender/SFHRC%20Intersex%2OReport(l).pdf (particularly findings 56, 59 and 60); Greenberg,
supra note 5, at 271-72, 292-93, 309-10; cf Janine M. Demanda, Our Transgressions: The Legal
System's Struggle With Providing Equal Protection To Transgender And Transsexual People, 71
UMKC L. REV. 507, 522 (2002) ("Transsexuals who have restructured their bodies and created lives as
people of the opposite sex they were assigned at birth cannot, in thirty-four states, change that
assignment on their birth certificate. They are refused legal congruity by a system that refuses to see
them."). Although Greenberg identifies a number of states that permit sex identity to be reported by the
individual for the driver's license even in contravention to the birth certificate, it is more difficult to
have a birth certificate re-issued without mention of the previously erroneous sex assignment.

8 Note that birth certificates must be filed within ten days of birth under normal circumstances,
with the "sex" field filled out by a physician, hospital administrator, certified midwife, or in the absence
of any medical attendant, another respondent. See BIRTH EDIT SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1. For an
example of statutes giving medical attendants primacy, see OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3 705.09(C) (West
2005).

9 ANNE FAUSTO-STERLING, SEXING THE BODY: GENDER POLITICS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF

SEXUALITY 92-95 (2000).

2005]
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system an active enforcer of differentiation that operates inexorably to exclude
intersexuals from basic protections of the law. For instance, intersexual children
are denied protections of autonomy and bodily integrity; 10 children and adults are
denied recognition as inhabiting a sex that would protect them from sex
discrimination,"I or permit them to marry a non-same-sex partner.1 2  It is
problematic enough when the law fails to recognize a pattern of exclusionary
behavior as deserving of legal remedy. It is much worse for the law to be the very
mechanism that requires and enforces exclusionary behavior. The difference is
between failing to remedy exclusion from certain social benefits (e.g.,
discrimination in schooling, hiring, accommodations) and affirmatively demanding
such behavior (e.g., fugitive slave laws). 13

One hopes that lack of awareness of this role explains its persistence.
Perhaps many legal institutions and those practicing within them are unaware of the
compelling biological and medical evidence that the binary is not a true
representation of the actual variation in human sexuality, even as a purely
biological matter. Perhaps the law and its practitioners are unaware that the rough
truths and usefulness of this binary system of thought wreaks actual harm. 14

10 Alice Domurat Dreger, A History of Intersexuality: From the Age of Gonads to the Age of

Consent, 9 J. CLINICAL ETHICS 345, 352 (1998) ("Intersexed people have their autonomy violated
because their doctors and parents are allowed to make decisions about how their genitals should look.");
Hester, supra note 3, at 3, 5, 19, 30 & 38. Hester remarked that "the medical protocol...
predetermines the choices available to parents," and noted that physicians have been known to perform
extra surgical procedures without prior authorization. Id. at 30 & 38.

Interestingly, with respect to medical care, the American Academy of Pediatrics has
issued general guidelines for seeking and deferring, when possible, to a child's own decisions. This
position, raised in AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, Informed Consent, Parental Permission,
and Assent in Pediatric Practice, 95 PEDIATRICS 314 (1995), available at
http://aappolicy.aappublications.org/cgi/reprint/pediatrics;95/2/3 14.pdf, contrasts directly with its
position on early infant genital surgeries, as urged in AAP Evaluation, supra note 4, and in AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, Timing of Elective Surgery on the Genitalia of Male Children with
Particular Reference to the Risks, Benefits, and Psychological Effects of Surgery and Anesthesia, 97
PEDIATRICS 590 (1996) [hereinafter AAP Timing], available at
http://aappolicy.aappublications.org/cgi/reprint/pediatrics;97/4/590.pdf.

II See Wood v. C.G. Studios, 660 F. Supp. 176 (E.D. Pa. 1987) (holding that an intersexual, who
alleged discrimination based on her intersexuality and the medical treatment she selected, did not state a
claim for discrimination on the basis of "sex," which meant "male" or "female").

12 E.g., Jerry Simoneaux, Sexual Orientation and Gender Identification Issues, 68 TEX. B. J. 63
(2005) (regarding the concerns of a practicing attorney regarding intersexed clients that will be affected
by how they are judged with respect to what sex, if any, they are, and how that determination can affect
their ability to marry); see Greenberg, supra note 5, at 296-97, 304 (opining that had In re Gardiner, 42
P.3d 120 (Kan. 2002), concerned an intersexual, the U.S. courts would not likely reach such a decision);
cf In the Marriage of C and D (falsely called C.), (1979) 28 A.L.R. 524, 35 F.L.R. 340 (Austl.) (cited
and discussed in Greenberg, supra note 5). Contra Peipho v. Peipho, 88 Ill. 438 (1878) (refusing to
permit a husband to end a marriage on the claim of his wife's hermaphroditism, because he had known
about it for the thirteen-year duration of the marriage). Note that this case arose during a time when it
was tended to be accepted for a hermaphrodite to have a declared and uniform adoption of a sex identity,
see ALICE DOMURAT DREGER, HERMAPHRODITES AND THE MEDICAL INVENTION OF SEX (1998).

13 Cf Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620 (1996) (invalidating a provision purporting to prevent any
level of government from recognizing homosexual orientation as a status for protection from
discriminatory acts).

14 When people are informed of both the reality of intersex and of the medical management model,

their reactions range from surprise of their ignorance of such an important topic to outrage at what is
going on. RUTH COLKER, HYBRID: BISEXUALS, MULTIRACIALS, AND OTHER MISFITS UNDER
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Because law uses binarism as a method of analysis, it may confound an analytical
method with factual accuracy. 15 Perhaps a paucity of imagination has led legal
practice to be unaware that the benefits of binary rough truth can be achieved
without universal enforcement of its categories on the bodies and souls of those
who fail to conform to them.

This article proposes to cure that lack of imagination by suggesting a small,
but sensible, change in our legal record-keeping for collecting data on sex. The
new method incorporates biological reality as well as shared and deeply-held
assumptions about sex identity. The change will also bring visibility to the realities
of the intersexual experience. That change can provide a foundation for other legal
changes that recognize, protect, and facilitate inclusiveness for intersexuals. The
simple change this article recommends is thus not only easily accomplished, but
one that a legitimate and moral system should move to implement immediately.

II. AN OBJECT LESSON

The chronicle of the medical treatment of intersexuals reveals that the
powerful medical establishment, like law, has been used to enforce the bipolar
duality of sex, gender and sexuality. 16 The methods maintain power through
invisibility. Recently, this invisibility has been uncloaked, both as to methodology
and as to effects upon the people subjected to those methods. 17 Medicine, as has
been revealed by the scholarship of the last decade, accomplished this enforcement
by using a "medical model"-identifying intersexuality as a disease to be treated
immediately. 18 "Treatment" ranged from genital surgeries designed to "normalize"

AMERICAN LAW (1996) exposes this system of thought and the havoc it can wreak on people who vary
from its rigid dictates.

15 Greenberg, supra note 5, at 293 n.186 (quoting The Hon. Sir Roger Ormrod, The Medico-Legal
Aspects of Sex Determination, 40 MEDICO-LEGAL J. 78 (1972) in that "the law is obliged to classify into
exclusive categories; it is, therefore, a binary system...").

16 DREGER, supra note 12; Alice Domurat Dreger, "'Ambiguous Sex "-or Ambivalent Medicine?
Ethical Issues in the Treatment of Intersexuality, 28 HASTINGS CENTER REP. 24 (1998) [hereinafter
Ambiguous Sex]; Hester, supra note 3, at 3, 4, 14-20 & 612. The medical profession embraces its
role in assigning or reassigning sex. See, e.g., AAP Evaluation, supra note 4 (emphasizing the medical
aspect of the determination of treatment and response, and advising physicians that parents should be
told not to name the child or register the birth until after the medical team determines the sex of
assignment).

17 Milton Diamond & Keith Sigmundson, Sex Reassignment at Birth: Long Term Review and
Clinical Implications, 151 ARCHIVES OF PEDIATRIC & ADOLESCENT MED. 298 (1997) [hereinafter Sex
Reassignment]; Milton Diamond & Keith Sigmundson, Management of Intersexuality: Guidelines for
Dealing with Persons with Ambiguous Genitalia, 151 ARCHIVES OF PEDIATRIC & ADOLESCENT MED.
1046 (1997) [hereinafter Management]; Kenneth Kipnis & Milton Diamond, Pediatric Ethics and the
Surgical Assignment of Sex, 9 J. CLINICAL ETHICS 398 (1998); Hazel Beh & Milton Diamond, An
Emerging Medical and Ethical Dilemma: Should Physicians Perform Sex Assignment Surgery on Infants
With Ambiguous Genitalia?, 7 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 1 (2000); Lisa Melton, New Perspectives on the
Management ofIntersex, 357 LANCET 2110 (2001), available at 2001 WLNR 7783842. With respect to
effects, see also SUZANNE KESSLER, LESSONS FROM THE INTERSEXED (1998).

18 See Hester, supra note 3, at 1 13-45; Ambiguous Sex, supra note 16, at 26; Alison Redick,
Presentation at the Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours Symposium: Intersex
Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 23, 2005) (how surgical etc. protocols sought to suppress the
evidence of a non-binary sex system and used methods that aligned "true" or "optimum" sex [sex of
identity and expression chosen by individual] with sex of rearing, which required a shift from using

2005]
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the genital appearance to conform to a male/female bipolar standard, to hormonal
treatments designed to promote development of "gender-appropriate" secondary
characteristics, to deception to keep the fact of intersexuality from the individual
and the parents, if possible, to "prescriptions" for strong gender-reinforcing
upbringing. 19  This medical model effectively suppressed the empirical and
scientific reality of intersex to maintain the social construct of two defined and
opposite sexes.

gonadal sex determinant to using genital determinants complemented by rearing practices). Redick
called for a return to what John Money characterized as the "anarchy of idiosyncrasy" of intersex, where
medical assistance would be available by request once an adolescent or adult determined sex identity.
AAP Evaluation, supra note 4, at 138:

The newbom with abnormal genital development presents a difficult diagnostic and
treatment challenge... important that a definitive diagnosis be determined as quickly as
possible so that an appropriate treatment plan can be established ... suggest indications
for referral to a center with experience in the diagnosis and management of these
disorders. An outline is also presented of the embryology of the external genitalia
indicating where errors can arise .... The birth of a child with ambiguous genitalia
constitutes a social emergency. Because words spoken in the delivery room may have a
lasting impact on parents and their relationship .... Parents should be encouraged not to
name the child or register the birth, if possible, until the sex of rearing is established. As
much as possible, the parents need to be included in the discussions regarding sex of
rearing. Each infant requires individual consideration based on physical examination,
laboratory studies, and parental feelings. In many instances, transfer of the child to a
tertiary care facility is necessary for optimal assessment. The emotional tone established
by health care professionals in conveying this information can have a lasting influence on
how the parents conceptualize the abnormal genital development. Therefore, a positive
atmosphere is essentialfor parents to begin their relationship with their child.

Id. (emphasis added).
19 John Money, Joan G. Hampson & John L. Hampson, Hermaphroditism: Recommendations

Concerning Assignment of Sex, Change of Sex, and Psychologic Management, 97 BULL. JOHNS
HOPKINS HOsP. 284 (1955); JOHN MONEY & ANKE A. ERHARDT, MAN & WOMAN, Boy & GIRL: THE
DIFFERENTIATION AND DIMORPHISM OF GENDER IDENTITY FROM CONCEPTION TO MATURITY (1972);
Ambiguous Sex, supra note 16; ARANA, supra note 7, at 74-88 (medical articles summaries). AAP
Evaluation, supra note 4, at 141-42:

Follow-up

Because of remaining uncertainties with regard to the long-term psychological and
physical aspects of treatment among these patients, ongoing counseling of the parents and
the affected child is advisable. Although it appears that most individuals are able to
function in the normal range and are well-adjusted, few studies have been done that
address the social, psychological, and sexual outcomes for affected adolescents and
adults. There has been considerable recent debate about the appropriate gender
assignment of newborns with the most extreme forms of genital ambiguity, with some
suggesting that the current early surgical treatment be abandoned in favor of allowing the
affected person to participate in gender assignment at a later time. Although certain
affected individuals will have conflicts between their psychosexual orientation and their
genital appearance and function, the principles outlined in this review should minimize
these problems when conducted by an appropriately constituted intersex team. When
problems are apparent, help should be sought from psychologists, counselors, and other
mental health professionals with experience in intersex disorders. Some families may
benefit from speaking to others who have had similar experiences. Most genetic and
endocrine centers are able to refer families to appropriate support groups ...
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The maintenance of this paradigm of intersexuality as a medical issue
supports medical control. 20 Interestingly, even though the medical establishment
has admitted that the vast majority of intersex births pose no "medical" emergency
requiring treatment, it maintains that the "condition" of intersexuality is a medical
issue, substituting a rubric of "social" emergency and psychological health to
justify physical intervention as close to birth as possible. 2 1  Many medical
practitioners continue to view intersexuality as needing to be cured through medical
intervention. 22  Medicalization not only heavily influences what happens to
intersexuals, it infects our societal understanding of intersexuality, shifting focus
off the social response to intersexuals and onto medicine. 23 This shift promotes a
lack of social understanding, social response, and social change. Medicalization

20 E.g., Hester, supra note 3, at 14, 15 & 18 ("determination of gender [is] maintained in the
hands of the physicians"); Ambiguous Sex, supra note 16, at 25; Geertje Mak, Presentation at the
Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours Symposium: Intersex Education, Advocacy & The
Law (Feb. 23, 2005); cf Marie Fox & Michael Thompson, Presentation at the Cardozo Women's Law
Journal & Bodies Like Ours Symposium: Intersex Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 23, 2005)
(detailing how circumcision was made a medical issue and subjected to medical control).

21 AAP Evaluation, supra note 4, at 138 (2000) ("The birth of a child with ambiguous genitalia
constitutes a social emergency."); Ambiguous Sex, supra note 16, at 29-30; Alyssa Connell Lareau, Who
Decides? Genital-Normalizing Surgery on Intersexed Infants, 92 GEO. L.J. 129 (2003):

Most commentators acknowledge that the "intersex problem" is a psychosocial rather
than a medical emergency. As biology professor Anne Fausto-Sterling stated: "[T]hough
certain disease states may accompany some forms of intersexuality, and may require
medical intervention, intersexual conditions are not themselves diseases." . . . Similarly, a
pediatric surgeon admitted that "surgeons are a bit guilty of... taking the simplistic view
that there was something obviously wrong [with an infant presenting ambiguous genitals]
and therefore needed surgical correction, and the sooner you did it the better."

Id. at 135-36 (alteration in original) (internal citations omitted).
22 AAP Evaluation, supra note 4; AAP Timing, supra note 10 (stating that hypospadias surgery is

best before thirty months of birth because of psychological problems with peers thereafter in the absence
of correction, and psychological problems with surgery and separation from parents if surgery is
performed at either side of the "window" of surgical opportunity); Robert M. Blizzard, Intersex Issues:
A Series of Continuing Conundrums, 110 PEDIATRIcs 616, 619 (2002); Hester, supra note 3; ARANA,

supra note 7, at 50 (testimony of Dr. Baskin: intersex births are a medical "crisis because of our
culture"); id. at 58 (testimony of Dr, Byrne: medical texts continue to treat intersex as a medical, if also
psychosocial, issue, by focusing on intersex as "curable" by surgery). But see Bruce E. Wilson &
William G. Reiner, Management ofIntersex: A Shifting Paradigm, 9 J. CLINICAL ETHIcs 360, 364
(1998) ("[T]he right of the individual to determine what happens to his or her body has been
increasingly asserted," and surgery should be delayed "until we can take into account the affected
individual's determination of his or her own gender.").

23 As Katrina Karkazis compellingly stated, the question should not be about surgery, but about
whether or not this is a medical issue at all, rather than a cultural one. ARANA, supra note 7, at 66.
Because the "cultural issues driv[e] the medical imperative," id., society should address the issues as
cultural, and assess the cultural impacts. The non-rational and irrational analyses and arguments used to
support medical control help reveal the power of the control paradigm and its need for invisibility as a
pre-condition to success. Some of these irrational arguments include the need for surgery so the child
may be psychologically comfortable with genitalia that "match" those of peers, coupled with invasive
and regular genital examinations, probing and exhibition to scores of medical providers, as well as the
ironic position of the American Academy of Pediatrics to preserve childhood decision-making power
except in matters of genital surgery and sex assignment. Hester noted that the medical "framing" of the
issue causes many parents to bow to the pressure of authorizing treatment. Hester, supra note 3, at
30-33.
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seeks and maintains invisibility for intersexuality. Invisibility itself helps keep
intersex and the intersexed culturally suspect. 24

Mid-twentieth century medicine championed conforming external sex
appearance to established norms, both promoting and acting upon the belief that
sexual identity was very malleable during early infancy and childhood.25 Medical
scholars have noted the surprising lack of medical studies to support the treatment
model, especially the model of surgically altering genitals to match a bipolar norm
of male or female external appearance. 26 Others have conducted studies that
undermine the medical claims for success in either the cosmetic and health results
of intersex treatment or in the psychological results of the treatment model.2 7

Indeed, the treatment model itself has been assigned a causal role in psychological
problems it was purportedly designed to prevent, while studies of non-treated
intersexuals-historically and currently-provide evidence that they do not suffer
from the psychological harms assumed to follow from the lack of medical
intervention.

2 8

24 As noted by the testimony of Harburg to the San Francisco Human Rights Commission, social
acceptance is achieved through visibility, not invisibility. ARANA, supra note 7, at 67. For instance,
previous feelings of discomfort with the disabled have attenuated, and even dissipated entirely, as
visibility of the disabled increased through full participation in social, public and workplace
environments, which was facilitated by social advances and the protections provided by the Americans
with Disabilities Act. It is important to emphasize that intersex is not a disability, but that making it
visible will similarly facilitate the attainment of a social understanding that includes intersexuality
within the human experience of the "normal," just as society has done with respect to wheelchair-bound
people when they became regular and accepted participants in public and social interactions.

25 See Money et al., supra note 19; Redick, supra note 18; Froukje Slijper et al., Long-Term
Psychological Evaluation of Intersex Children, 27 ARCHIVES SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 125 (1998) (studying
the psychological health of intersex children in a model of medical intervention that involves counseling
of both children and parents to reinforce the gender of (re)assignment).

26 FAUSTO-STERLING, supra note 9, at 94-101 (noting the general absence of follow-up studies and
reporting results from recent studies that belie the "success" model). See also AAP Evaluation, supra
note 4, at 141-42; supra note 19 (blocked quote on "Follow Up") (noting the lack of long-term follow up
studies but nonetheless recommending decisive early medical intervention); Lareau, supra note 21, at
135 n.39 (citing Jorge Daaboul & Joel Frader, Ethics and the Management of the Patient with Intersex:
A Middle Way, 14 J. PEDIATRIC ENDOCRINOLOGY 1575, 1580 (2001) ("The evidence from basic science
research also does not provide definitive answers as to the validity of the current therapeutic model")
and Kipnis & Diamond, supra note 17, at 406 (1998) (arguing for a moratorium that should "not be
lifted unless and until the medical profession completes comprehensive look-back studies and finds that
the outcomes of past interventions have been positive")).

27 See Hester, supra note 3, at 39-42, 49 & 53 (reviewing the literature); Chanika Phomophotkul
et al., Gender Self-Reassignment in an XY Adolescent Female Born with Ambiguous Genitalia, 106
PEDIATRICS 135 (2000) (concluding that waiting for the child to express a gender identity as part of
decision-making is warranted); Slijper et al., supra note 25, at 134-37, 139-42 (presenting anecdotal
evidence of satisfaction of a child not subjected to treatment, as well as evidence of significant
psychological problems in children who have been subject to the treatment model, especially as to
gender identity); FAUSTO-STERLING, supra note 9, at 94-101; KESSLER, supra note 17; COLAPtNTO, As
NATURE MADE HIM: THE BOY WHO WAS RAISED AS A GIRL (2001) (accounting the story of David
Reimer, the John/Joan of John Money's purported success story).

28 Sharon Preves, For the Sake of the Children, in ALICE DREGER, INTERSEX IN THE AGE OF ETHICS
51 (1999) (intersexed individuals describing their trauma as directly related to treatment itself); FAUSTO-
STERLING, supra note 9, at 92-95 (historical and current studies of well-adjusted intersexuals not
subjected to treatment or surgery); Redick, supra note 18 (stating that John Money's Ph.D. dissertation
ironically demonstrated how psychologically well-adjusted intersex adults were prior to the creation of
his invasive surgical assignment treatment model); Justine Reilly & CRJ Woodhouse, Small Penis and
the Male Sexual Role, 142 J. UROLOGY 569 (1989) (reporting about well-adjusted adults who had not
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The medical model of treatment and its underlying assumptions began to be

questioned from inside and outside the medical community during the late

twentieth century. By finally listening to the stories of intersexuals, medicine has
begun to make significant strides toward returning and retaining the power of
identity and decision in the intersexed individuals, rather than their physicians and

often "frightened" parents. 29 These changes have been confluent with recent
scholarship that has demonstrated the continuum and fluidity of sex, and provided a

deeper understanding of the complexity of the biological mechanisms that
influence sex, gender identity and expression. 30

The treatment model has failed to align people with the differentiated, bi-

polar definition of sex it sought to maintain. It has become abundantly clear that

the use of medicine to enforce sex in this way has been at a tremendous personal

been subjected to surgery or reassignment); ARANA, supra note 7, at 12; Nina Williams, The Imposition
of Gender: Psychoanalytic Encounters with Gender Atypicality, 19 J. PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOL. 455
(2002) (also cited in Hester, supra note 3); Lareau, supra note 2 1:

In addition, there is evidence that the surgical treatment model actually contributes to
intersexuals' "feelings of freakishness.". . . Those in the medical community who still
support infant surgery point to studies that demonstrate that many adults who were born
with ambiguous genitalia are satisfied with their assigned sex. However, these studies do
not show that this acceptance of the assigned sex is in any way linked to the appearance
of the adult's genitals. Further, similar studies of small groups of adults born with
ambiguous genitalia have demonstrated the opposite result. Either way, these studies are
insufficient to provide the empirical support necessary to sustain the current treatment
model.

... There is no evidence that children who do not have surgery and who grow up with
ambiguous genitalia develop an ambiguous gender identity. There are also first-hand
testimonials from satisfied adults who did not have the surgery.

Id. at 138-39.
29 See ARANA, supra note 7, at 51 (testimony of Baskin: recognizing that the brain, not the genitals,

is the key to sex identity, changes have been made as to when surgery should be recommended for
gender assignment); id. at 59 (testimony of Grupposo: noting the lack of clarity of eventual sexual
identity); id. at 60 (testimony of Reiner: stating that it is better not to perform surgery while sexual
identity is unclear); BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PAEDIATRIC SURGEONS (BAPS), STATEMENT OF THE
BAPS WORKING PARTY ON THE SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN BORN WITH AMBIGUOUS
GENITALIA (2001), available at http://www.baps.org.uk/documents/Intersex%20statement.htm (caution
regarding surgery).

An interesting news article credited Diamond, Kessler and intersex advocates with affecting the
views of pediatric surgeon Dr. Heino Meyer-Bahlburg. Bo Laurent, Sexual Scientists Question Medical
Treatment of Hermaphroditism, Nov. 1995, available at http://inquirer.gn.apc.org/intersex.html. Meyer-
Bahlburg defended infant genital surgery to prevent parental rejection and peer teasing, but noted that
the intersex advocacy movement, particularly the Intersex Society of North America (ISNA), has raised
consciousness about the harm of surgery and the secrecy and taboo surrounding intersex. Id. He further
opined that the new "philosophy" would have a "beneficial and quite profound effect on medical
intersex management, but that it will take quite a while," and acknowledged that his own practice would
advocate less surgery for "minor" genital abnormalities. Id. See also Lareau, supra note 2 1:

However, parents should not authorize unnecessary irreversible surgeries because society
is uncomfortable with any departure from sexual dimorphism. Children who have
genital-normalizing surgery but do not conform to their assigned gender's stereotypes can
still experience social trauma. Almost every child will experience some kind of social
trauma as a part of growing up.

Id. at 137.
30 See especially the work of Dr. Anne Fausto-Sterling, e.g., SEXING THE BODY. FAUSTO-

STERLING, supra note 9.
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cost to intersexuals subjected to these treatments. 31  Although the medical
establishment has become less monolithic in its approach to intersexuality, and
strong voices persist in demanding changes to the treatment model, 32 disagreement
still exists as to what constitutes best practice and how to implement individual
doctor-patient decisions. 33  Some have noted the strength of the resistance to
changes in outcomes, even when there have been apparent changes in practice, such
as the adoption of an informed consent model that many believed would
significantly diminish infant and childhood genital "normalization" surgeries. 34

Nonetheless, changes in rhetoric, communication models, and even some treatment
decisions have begun. 35

In contrast, legal practices have remained stagnant, although there is a
burgeoning scholarly academic attempt to make intersexuality and its treatment
visible. Much legal effort has revolved around informed consent to childhood
genital surgery and hormone therapy. 3 6 Julie Greenberg brought the medical facts

31 See especially the work of Cheryl Chase and the ISNA, at http://www.isna.org. See also
ARANA, supra note 7, at 21-22 (testimony and findings).

32 ARANA, supra note 7; Management, supra note 17; Wilson & Reiner, supra note 22, at 364.
33 See AAP Evaluation, supra note 4; AAP Timing, supra note 10; Lareau, supra note 21, at 146

n. 10 (citing Blizzard, supra note 22, at 618-19, which commented on the polarized perspective of
pediatric urologists as to the performance of early surgery or delayed surgery). Lareau also cited an
ABC News article in the same footnote, commenting that:

This polarization can be seen by comparing the comments of Dr. Kenneth Glassburg, a
pediatric urologist who advocates surgery ("I think the individual who is not operated on
will have problems in society as we know it today") with the comments of Dr. Bruce
Wilson, a pediatric endocrinologist who opposes surgery ("To hear a group of people
saying, 'I don't have normal sexual response.' 'I have painful sex because of the scar
tissue,' 'I feel completely asexual because of what was done to me' compels opposition
to the surgery).

Id. (citing Intersex Babies: Controversy over Operating to Change Ambiguous Genitalia, ABC NEWS,
available at http://abcnews.go.con/sections/2020/DailyNews/2020_ intersex_020419.html (last visited
Nov. 10, 2003)).
Sara A. Aliabadi, Gender Assignment Surgery.for Intersexed Infants: How the Substantive Due Process
Right to Privacy Both Supports and Opposes a Moratorium, 12 VA. J. SOC. POL'Y & L. 170, 170 n.5
(2004) (citing Peter Lee & Philip Grupposo, Should Cosmetic Surgery Be Performed on the Genitals of
Children Born With Ambiguous Genitals?, PHYSICIAN'S WEEKLY, Point/Counterpoint, Vol. XVI, No.
31, Aug. 16, 1999, available at http://www.physiciansweekly.com/archive/99/08_1 6 99/pc.html).

34 E.g., Hazel Beh, Presentation at the Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours
Symposium: Intersex Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 23, 2005); cf Hester, supra note 3, at
56-58 (noting as long as intersex is considered a problem for surgical "fixing" rather than as variation
within the normal, the model requires that a "cure" is not possible).

35 See, e.g., ARANA, supra note 7; cf Colombia's Highest Court Restricts Surgery on Intersex
Children, ISNA, at http://www.isna.org/colombia (last visited Jan. 27, 2006), Texts of Colombia
Decisions, ISNA, available at http://www.isna.org/node/516 (last visited Jan. 29, 2006) [hereinafter
Colombia Decisions].

36 Noting that the usual principles about parental consent to childhood surgery and other practices
appear to be inoperative in the intersex context, several commentators recommend changes to medical
practices that can be used to hold physicians legally accountable, as potential liability may provide some
otherwise missing incentive toward change. See, e.g., Beh & Diamond, supra note 17; Lareau, supra
note 21; Kishka-Kamari Ford, First Do No Harm-The Fiction of Legal Parental Consent to Genital-
Normalizing Surgery on Intersexed Infants, 19 YALE L. & POL'Y REv. 469 (2001); Patricia Martin,
Moving Toward An International Standard in Informed Consent: The Impact of Intersexuality and the
Internet on the Standard of Care, 9 DuKE J. GENDER L. & POL'Y 135 (2002) (informed consent and the
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of intersexuality to the legal community, and exhaustively detailed the intersections
of law with intersexuality, including official legal documents such as birth
certificates, drivers' licenses, and passports.3 7 Her scholarship has also shown the
catch-22 mentality of the very few courts that have dealt with employment
discrimination claims brought on the basis of intersexuality, or family/marital
issues of intersexuals. 3 8 Despite her work having led to one progressive court
decision, the case was subsequently reversed by the higher court.39

This legal "stubbornness" is disturbing, but predictable. If medicine, the
profession of science, can ignore scientific evidence and inquiry in favor of
corresponding cultural expectations about sex,4 0 law, as the enforcer of cultural
norms, might surely prove more intransigent on the issue. Bipolarity-perhaps
especially sex bipolarity-has extraordinarily deep roots in our culture, 4 1 and
therefore in law. Intersexuals, of course, demonstrate at the very least that
universal sex bipolarity does not exist in nature, even if it does exist in culture or
cultural norms. 42 Surprisingly few people know the truth of intersexuality, and
thus, the problem in assuming bipolarity. Cultural adherence to bipolarity need not
drive law to unwavering adherence, especially when adherence has demonstrably

internet). But see Aliabadi, supra note 33 (expressing ambivalence about genital surgeries and their
acceptability, as well as compliance with informed consent doctrines and constitutional principles).

37 Greenberg, supra note 5.
38 See Julie A. Greenberg, Keynote Address at the Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like

Ours Symposium: Intersex Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 23, 2005); Julie A. Greenberg, The
Gender Nonconformity Theory: A Comprehensive Approach to Break Down the Maternal Wall and End
Discrimination against Gender Benders, 26 T. JEFFERSON L. REv. 37 (2003) [hereinafter Gender
Nonconformity Theory]; Julie A. Greenberg, What Do Scalia and Thomas Really Think about Sex? Title
VII and Gender Nonconformity Discrimination: Protection for Transsexuals, Intersexuals, Gays and
Lesbians, 24 T. JEFFERSON L. REv. 149 (2002); Julie A. Greenberg, When Is a Man a Man, and When Is
a Woman a Woman?, 52 FLA. L. REv. 745 (2000). Many of the decided cases used in these analyses
explicitly involve transsexuals rather than intersexuals, but the cases are useful for the purposes of
forecasting how courts may possibly deal with intersexuality based on the way they approached and
discussed the issue of sex in the context of transsexuality.

39 Gardiner, 42 P.3d 120, revg 22 P.3d 1086, 1110 (Kan. Ct. App. 2001).
40 E.g., Ambiguous Sex, supra note 16; Hester, supra note 3; Suzanne Kessler, The Medical

Construction of Gender: Case Management of Intersexed Infants, 16 SIGNs 3 (1990).
41 E.g., Julie A. Greenberg, Deconstructing Binary Race And Sex Categories: A Comparison f the

Multiracial and Transgendered Experience, 39 SAN DIEGO L. REv. 917, 922 n.19 (2002) ("Although
some anthropologists maintain that some isolated societies recognize more than two sex or gender
categories, no major legal system has established laws governing human behavior based upon anything
other than a binary system."); COLKER, supra note 14.

42 William Kitchin, The Fundamental Right To Be Free of Arbitrary Categorization: The Brain
Sciences and the Issue of Sex Classification, 42 WASHBURN L.J. 257 (2003):

The traditional approach to sex classification violates the basic American legal principle
that a person has a fundamental right not to be arbitrarily placed in one or another class
by the operation of law .... Gardiner ... perpetuates an arbitrary approach to classifying
persons which is legally invalid even under the rational basis prohibition against arbitrary
classifications and out of touch with scientific reality .... There are obvious
governmental and social needs that are satisfied by classifying persons according to their
sex, but only if the classifying itself is not arbitrary.

Id. at 258. See also Currah, supra note 6, at 1371-72 (contrasting the "common sense" understanding of
sex as bipolar and as organizing individual sexuality with reality). Contra Greenberg, supra note 5, at
275-78 (reviewing historical and cultural practices recognizing more than the male/female sex binary).
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harmful impact on real people subject to the law. Ignoring scientific reality in
pursuit of legal purity jeopardizes law's ability to achieve justice.

This article does not ask Law to perform the impossible task of single-
handedly and immediately altering culture. It simply asks that Law cease playing a
role that prevents culture from changing, or changing more quickly. It asks that
Law learn the lessons that Medicine has demonstrated as those which must be
learned to ground constructive change.

The medical experience reveals two fundamental errors that lead to
dehumanizing intersexuals and justifying harm to them. First is a claim of power
over identity, as in the medicalization of sex assignment and the responses to
intersexuality. The second is adherence to a demonstrably inaccurate model of
human sex, insisting that a binary model captures every individual. The medical
story demonstrates that recognizing the falsity of universal male/female bipolarity
opens the possibility of change; in fact, it is probably a prerequisite to change. 4 3

The legal equivalent of recognizing these truths is to end the insistence upon
classifying each individual as either male or female before according full
personhood before the law.44

We must cease using the Birth Certificate to assign sex to a child.

III. THE RADICAL TWEAK

This article's proposal is simple-some, upon hearing it, dismiss it as
simpleminded, so trivial as to be nearly meaningless, and certainly incapable of
changing anything. At base, the objection seems to be that no one's mind, heart or
behavior will change, and that no one will really even notice the change. A mere
tweak.

If that be so, it cannot be very hard or dangerous to try it.
Upon further thought, the reaction often shifts. The bare blip on the radar

screen gains seismic proportions. From "That won't change anything," the
response careens to "But that would change everything!" Radical.

43 Thomas Win. Mayo, Sex, Marriage, Medicine, and Law: "What Hope of Harmony?", 42
WASHBURN L.J. 269, 273 (2003) ("Just as current scientific studies have caused the scientific
communities to question their beliefs about sex and sexual identity, the legal community must question
its long-held assumptions about the legal definitions of sex, gender, male, and female.").

The best protection against errant legal doctrines and untoward outcomes is a judicial
mind-set that is open to sources of information outside the law itself. Social norms and
understandings, after all, are shaped by experiences and information of all kinds, and a
legal system that insists on an insular approach to complex social phenomena risks
irrelevance or worse-a system of rules that is at war with the experiences and
understandings of society.

Id. at 279-80.
44 Jo Bird, Presentation at the Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours Symposium:

Intersex Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 22, 2005) (stating that citizenship and personhood await
the declaration of sex that only occurs with the completion and registration of the Birth Certificate);
David Hester, Presentation at the Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours Symposium:
Intersex Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 23, 2005) (intersex is treated as a socially liminal status
until a medical proclamation of one sex grants entry to subjective agency and the social sphere).
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First, the proposal is a very minor change in how data is reported. There is
no assumption that implementing this proposal will be sufficient to solve the legal
problems encountered by intersexuals, either at birth or later, much less the social
and cultural barriers intersexuals face. In this way, it truly is a "tweak." Even as
part of a legal solution, it will require many other legal solutions to be built and
implemented to effectuate fair and equal treatment for the intersexed. At the very
least, legal restrictions upon the types, timing and necessary consents for medical
treatments will be needed to address the behaviors that have accompanied the
assignment of sex to intersexual children.4 5 In addition, laws about discriminatory
behavior, in schools and the workplace especially, need to be designed and
effectively enforced as guides to behavior. Furthermore, laws about parenting and
partnering must recognize the rights that intersexuals have to engage in these
fundamental human relationships. This proposal is not a substitute for the many
additional legal changes others propose.

However, adopting this proposal would not only help, but may be a necessary
antecedent to resolving the legal, medical, and social problems confronted by the
intersexed. Without this small change, other solutions or initiatives may not be
implemented or effective in accomplishing their entire purposes. Thus, it has
dimensions of the "radical," upending assumptions, and promising the ability to
support fundamental change. To date, changes to the treatment of the intersexed
have been at best incomplete successes. Consider the failure of the informed
consent movement to alter medical practice as thoroughly or as quickly as was
originally thought possible,4 6 and the backtracking of the Columbia court with
respect to childhood genital surgery.4 7

IV. ADDRESSING THE SOURCE

An underlying obstacle to meaningful change inheres in the persistence of
accepting universal, bipolar categories as descriptive of any individual identity.
The failure to address bipolarity at the source infects our ability to conceive and
implement social, medical or legal changes that treat intersexuals as whole people.

45 E.g., ISNA's Amicus Brief on Intersex Genital Surgery, ISNA, Feb. 7, 1998,
http://www.isna.org/node/97 [hereinafter Amicus Brief]; Colombia Decisions, supra note 35; Julie A.
Greenberg & Cheryl Chase, Background of Colombia Decisions, ISNA, http://www.isna.org/node/21
(last visited Jan. 29, 2006); see supra note 36 and accompanying text.

46 E.g., Beh, supra note 34; Ford, supra note 36.

47 After holding that parents could not consent for a child over five years of age, the Court
permitted closely-qualified consent for children under five.

In the case of the two year old, the Judges found the parents' consent invalid because it
was not a "qualified and persistent informed consent" (Sentencia T-551/99 Bogota, Aug.
2, 1999). The consent of the parents of the eight year old was likewise invalid because the
child is too old for a surrogate to consent on her behalf (Sentencia SU-337/99, Bogota,
May 12, 1999).

Greenberg & Chase, supra note 45.
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Birth certificates, which matter little to most people, loom large in the social
and legal lives of intersexuals. 4 8 The need to fill out the birth certificate helps
create the "social emergency" confronting parents and physicians at the birth of an
intersexed child,49 and thus supports the urgency of swift and definitive medical
intervention, including genital surgery. 50  The birth certificate helps convert
intersexuality into a medical "problem" during which the strictures of informed
consent ethics and law can be notably suspended. 51 That same need explains some
parental anxiety and drive to find an immediate answer to the question of "Is it a
boy or a girl?" If the sex assignment at birth conflicts with the sex identity the
child develops, the need or the inability to change the birth certificate simply to
reflect one's own personal identity looms large for the intersexual. 52  Sex
assignment on birth certificates proves especially troublesome if questions about
sex are raised when the intersexual seeks to marry, or to inherit from a spouse over
objections to marriageability. 53 Additionally, birth certificates reinforce the legal

48 Greenberg, supra note 5, at 272 ("Because one's birth certificate will often be used to obtain
other legal documents, an individual's legal sex is generally fixed based upon the appearance of the
person's external genitalia at birth."); cf Kitchin, supra note 42:

The Gardiner Court accepts that a person's initial classification as a male or female is
indelible. The methodology was perhaps most honestly stated in Littleton v. Prange, 9
S.W.3d 223, 227 (Tex. App. 1999), as "once a man, always a man." The initial sex
identification is presumptively accurate and permanent. Gardiner uses the same
methodology: "We are not blind to the stress and pain experienced by one who is born a
male but perceives oneself as a female." Gardiner, 42 P.3d at 137 (emphasis added).

Id. at 258 n.7.
49 AAP Evaluation, supra note 4, at 138 (counseling delaying registering the birth until a sex has

been assigned by the medical team); Is It a Boy or a Girl? (Discovery Channel broadcast 2000) ("There
is the pressing problem of the birth certificate," and Dr. Glassberg further stated that genitals must match
gender identification); e.g., Hester, supra note 3, at T 32 ("Without the intervention of the physician and
the rhetoric of pathology, the parent might not feel the pressing need."); id. at 31 (citing Kessler about
parents who are not concerned about their infant's health or appearance until subjected to physician
pressure about "anomalous" genitals).

50 Hester, supra note 3, at 30 (noting that almost uniformly, the physicians' methods of
presentation as to the protocol, the need for, and the results of surgery result in parental decision in favor
of surgery).

51 Beh, supra note 34. Hester also noted that protocol demands swift intervention at birth to
prevent an "incorrect" assignment of sex until the physicians can determine the "true" sex to assign or
reassign. Hester, supra note 3, at 17. The designation of the physician or hospital as the preferred
respondent on the birth certificate information with respect to sex supports defining the issue as medical,
and leaving it to medical management. See AAP Evaluation, supra note 4 (urging physicians to have
parents delay naming the child and registering the birth until after the medical "diagnosis" of correct sex
has been reached).

52 See, e.g., Greenberg, supra note 5 (detailing birth certificate change requirements). See also
Dean Spade, Resisting Medicine, Re/Modeling Gender, 18 BERKELEY WOMEN'S L.J. 15 (2003).

Some states permit the issuance of new certificates, e.g., 410 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 535/17
(2005); IOWA CODE § 144.24 (2004). Other states allow a noted amendment, e.g. COLO. REv. STAT. §
25-2-115 (2005). Still others allow amended certificates to issue, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 20-18-307
(2005).

53 Cf Gardiner, 42 P.3d 120 (denying inheritance because marriage was declared invalid); Littleton
v. Prange, 9 S.W.3d 223 (Tex. App. 1999) (invalidating marriage); In re Ladrach, 513 N.E.2d 828 (Ohio
Prob. Ct. 1987) (denying marriage license to a male and a post-operative male-to-female transsexual).
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belief that sex discrimination occurs only if the discrimination is because one is a
male or because one is a female. 54

Birth certificates codify in law the requirement to select at birth a bipolar sex
identity that is legally resistant to change-even when that change would merely
reflect the lived reality of a sex identity that is accepted by those who know the
person-thus disqualifying intersexuals from legal and social rights others are
ready and willing to accord to them. Fundamental yet barely visible, birth
certificates reinforce patterns of social and legal thought that exclude intersexuals
from participation.

The quizzical focus on birth certificates yields an insight into the problem: we
assign sex at birth. This insight leads to a (quixotic?) solution: don't.

V. THE PROBLEM, REDEFINED

There are three distinct aspects to the problem of assignment: when, where,
and who. First is time; assignment is done at birth, usually within ten days, 5 5 long
before anyone can know the sex identity of the infant. Next, the decision is
codified on an official legal document,56 giving it the aura of truth and permanence,
institutionalizing male or female as a characteristic of identity to this particular
child. Third, the assignment decision is medicalized, making the power to assign
primarily a choice peculiarly within the knowledge of medical birth attendants. 57

54 Wood v. C.G. Studios, 660 F. Supp. 176 (E.D. Pa. 1987) (denying protections of sex
discrimination statute for intersexual alleging discrimination on basis of intersexuality).

55 E.g., OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3705.09 (LexisNexis 2006).
56 Every state requires a Birth Certificate, which are part of the national vital statistics system and

established by law. "[T]he National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) is required to produce national
vital statistics by compiling data from the central vital records office in all of the 57 registration areas."
DEP'T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERV., CDC, NAT'L CTR. FOR HEALTH STATISTICS, REPORT OF THE PANEL

TO EVALUATE THE U.S. STANDARD CERTIFICATES 1 (Apr. 2000, Addenda Nov. 2001) [hereinafter
PANEL REPORT], available at http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/dvs/panelreport acc.pdf.

57 BIRTH EDIT SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1:

Item Title: SEX
Item Number: 3 Certificate, 32 Facility worksheet
Description: The sex of the infant
Source of Information:
Preferred Source: Delivery record, Infant's medical record

When the item is to be completed, the following menu should be used to select one
response:
Sex
o Male
o Female
o Not yet determined

EDITS:
ELECTRONIC RECORD
Item must be completed. If the record is filed with an N code, send the record to NCHS
but query the hospital until a determination of the infant's sex is made. Send the updated
record to NCHS with the update file[.]
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The Birth Certificate thus reflects the thinking that sex designation at birth is
an assigned, legal, "identity." "Identification," an external process, is conflated
with "identity," a subjective and internal process not susceptible to external
assignment. 58 The proposed change will shift the understanding of sex designation
from establishing "identity" to providing statistical public health "information."

Such a shift could remove a legal stumbling block that incorporates the most
problematic assumptions that limit intersex people, at the most basic level of
society and thought. It can prevent the law from automatically reinforcing those
assumptions, giving them less weight and power. It will remove a crucial
underpinning from the legal, medical, and social rationales for the current treatment
of the intersexed. All it involves is moving one piece of information from the birth
certificate to the accompanying medical and health data collection form,
dissociating that information from the individual's identity, and placing it where it
matters, as a data point for assessing collective, aggregate, socially useful
information.

59

Assignment--co-opting identity-is a legal and an ethical problem. Biology
cannot be relied upon to assign sex accurately-a significant number of people are
born without fully congruent biological sex determinants. 60 Thus, reliance upon an
external standard does not work. Nonetheless, individuals will express a sex
identity, and can thus provide the sex designation themselves. Many intersexuals

PAPER RECORD
Records filed with this field blank or with "not yet determined" are queried. If there is no
response to the query, retain the "[njot yet determined" code. Send the record to NCHS
on the data file but continue to query until a determination of the infant's sex is made.
The revised record should then be sent to NCHS with the updated file,

STATE FILE CONSIDERATIONS
An N code for "not yet determined" should not be allowed for any record in the file at the
time the file is closed. NCHS will query states to obtain the sex of the infant for all
records still retaining the N code at the time the file is closed.

Id. at Item 3, p. 1-2.
58 Examples of this conflation can be found in the statutory requirements, for instance, CAL.

HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 102425 (Deering 2005) (stating that the full name and sex of a child must be
on the certificate, making them virtually a single piece of information). See also Jessica Knouse,
Presentation at the Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours Symposium: Intersex
Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 22, 2005) (cultural normalization of identity includes sex); Jo
Bird, supra note 44 (requirement of the birth certificate for citizenship becomes a requirement for
personhood, which sex designation must precede); Natasha Gruber, Presentation at the Cardozo
Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours Symposium: Intersex Education, Advocacy & The Law
(Feb. 22, 2005) (sex assignment is a problem of rigidity that makes a person an object rather than a
subject of identity).

59 The short form certificate issued by local departments does not contain information from the
medical section. See, e.g., OHio REv. CODE ANN. § 3705.23(4)(a)-(b) (West 2005) (specifying that data
collected on the medical and health form is held confidentially, and not reported to anyone other than the
individual, a parent or guardian, a lineal descendant, or a government official, or by court order or by
rule for statistical and research purposes).

60 People may also be born with ambiguous biological sex determinants. Although no clear
statistics exist, many commentators conservatively place the percentage between 0.5 % and 1.7 %.
Some suggest higher percentages-up to 4 0/--due to underreporting and under-recognition. E.g.,
Ambiguous Sex, supra note 16, at 25-27; FAUSTO-STERLING, supra note 9, at 92; Greenberg, supra note
5, at 267-68.
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identify primarily with one gender or the other, and self-identify during childhood
and adolescence, again supporting the usefulness and accuracy of self-reported sex
identity.6 1 The overwhelming reliance on self-reported sex identity in almost every
aspect of our lives also shows how well-accepted self-identity is, and how reliable
and accurate it is for the purposes for which the information is sought.62 Sex on the
birth certificate is used to monitor and to analyze public health outcomes and
trends;63 sex data on the Census is used for similar purposes. Sex is entirely self-
reported on the Census, which supports the viability of relying on self-
identification and the reliability of the information for public health purposes.

Opponents of the proposal to cease assigning sex as an identity at birth may
argue that sex is not an issue of identity at all, but merely of biology.64 If so,
collecting sex as medical information rather than for identity assignment, as
proposed, is not problematic. A deeper look at how we treat sex-and identity-
supports recognizing and protecting sex as an internal identity characteristic. 65

61 Emi Koyama, Remarks at the Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours Symposium:
Intersex Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 22, 2005) (commenting that many intersexuals want to
use a male or female identity, and cautioning that addition of a category "intersexed" could stabilize the
sex categories as they are); see Slijper et al., supra note 25, at 141-42 (noting that sex identity
preferences can be expressed early in children with intersex conditions, and may or may not be
malleable with "counseling" thereafter). Intersexuals have variously described themselves as male,
female, as different from the usual male/female model, or in an entirely individualized way. Cf ARANA,
supra note 7 (providing testimonies from intersexuals, who evidence the need for room and flexibility to
accommodate all senses of identity).

62 Cf. ARANA, supra note 7, at 26, Recommendation 16 (suggesting that seeking sex identity
information should be carefully re-examined and used only when there is a real purpose to be served:
"investigate the question of necessity for having gender markers as a requirement for legal
identification"). See infra Part IV.F for discussion arguing that monitoring outcomes by sex is an
important way to unmask and provide an opportunity to remedy sex discrimination.

63 PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 4, 10, 59.

64 This argument may also rest on the attempt to distinguish between identity and identification, in
which identification is a key component of sex designation on the birth certificate and other documents.
First, a better form of identification may be used, e.g., fingerprints. Furthermore, sex is not really an
identification factor on the certificates. The PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, frequently refers to the
multiple uses of sex designation, but never refers to it as identification information. Also, when
confronted with the issue of changing a birth certificate to reflect a change of sex, New York City finally
decided to leave "sex" blank for transsexuals. See Spade, supra note 52, at 31:

The current Vital Statistics policy [at the Department of Vital Statistics in New York
City] for changing sex designation on birth certificates, derived from the
recommendations of a 1965 committee appointed by the New York Board of Health,
requires a person to prove that sie has undergone genital surgery in order to change hir
sex designation. Even upon showing of such proof, hir designation will only be changed
from its current marking to a blank-not to the letter reflecting hir new gender identity.
The policy creates an enormous barrier for people seeking to change their birth certificate
so that they can apply for educational or economic opportunities, or prove membership in
a gender category for purposes of a sex-segregated facility.

65 Ultimately, sex is linked to identity so strongly that its accurate reporting is presumed, which

explains the reason sex is generally recognized as a fact susceptible to self-reporting without need for
verification. In other words, self-identity of sex is trusted. See infra notes 142-48 and accompanying
text.

There is a current debate about the strength of biological determinants in sex identity, but many
posit that sex identity is biologically-influenced, mainly by hormonal influences in utero, and is
markedly resistant to change. E.g., ARANA, supra note 7, at 60 (Reiner testimony); Greenberg, supra
note 5, at 294 & nn.162 & 196.
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A critical assumption underlies the treatment-past, present and proposed-
of intersexed children. The John/Joan chronicle-as the poster case both for
successful assignment and for the inability of surgery and rearing to override the
sex identity within the child 66-forcefully illustrates this assumption: the goal of
assigning sex is to "get it right."67  Getting it "right" means that the child's
assigned identity matches the child's and the future adult's "true sex" and gender
expression. Gender expression here includes the external indicia that others use to
evaluate the person's sex/gender-physical appearance, including genitals,
secondary sex characteristics, self-presentation, expressed sexuality, as well as
other vehicles the individual uses for conveying sex identity. The goal is
congruence between identity and expression.

Historical data support the conclusion that the important outcome was that
the person's public appearance, especially dress and social behavior, match the sex
s/he identified as being.68 The John Money-inspired treatment model involved
selecting a sex identity that could be physically reinforced by surgery and
hormones, and socially reinforced by strong childrearing practices consistent with
that selected sex.69 Current models of medical treatment that continue to embrace

Psychological research has influenced at least the New Zealand court. Leslie I. Lax, Is The
United States Falling Behind? The Legal Recognition Of Post-Operative Transsexuals' Acquired Sex In
The United States AndAbroad, 7 QUINNIPIAC HEALTH L.J. 123 (2003):

To support its view that more emphasis should be placed on psychological and social
factors, the court briefly looked at the manner in which the legal and medical
communities treat hermaphrodites .... "This evidence supports the view that the
psychological and social factors which go to make up a person's gender identity are very
powerful, so powerful that where there is a physical ambiguity they may override the
chromosomal fact." The court then extended this reasoning to the determination of the
legal status of post-operative transsexuals.

Id. at 134 (quoting Attorney-General v. Otahuhu Family Court, [1995] 1 N.Z.L.R. 603, 606-607 (H.C.)).
Not only is sex identity almost always a matter of self-reporting, but virtually everyone realizes

that sex identity is innate. Whatever the stance toward intersexuals, and even if intersexuality is
perceived as a "condition" to be "treated" or "cured," medical and psychological professionals-as well
as ordinary people-view a successful outcome as one in which the sex assignment matches the sex
identity of the person. Gender "dysphoria," now known as Gender Identity Disorder in DSM-IV, is
probably better analyzed less as an internal battle raging within a person, but rather as an internal versus
external disconnect between the sex identity the person holds (internal) and the sex identity that others
insist upon or treat the person as having (external).

66 See Sex Reassignment, supra note 17; COLAPINTO, supra note 27.
67 See, e.g., ARANA, supra note 7, at 12 (stating that the Johns Hopkins, or John Money, model of

optimum gender of rearing sought maximum potential for "normal gender identity... making each
child's body, upbringing and mind align as much as possible .... A successful patient was one judged
to be stable and 'normal' (i.e., heterosexual) in the assigned gender."). See also id. at 61 (describing the
current model according to testimony of Williams: "[T]he goal of intersex treatment is to protect the
development of a healthy identity"); id. at 14 (noting the differing opinions on successful outcomes-for
some, it is the search for "optimum gender of rearing" in which the goal is stable gender identity and
heterosexuality; for others, it is the lack of depression); Is It a Boy or Girl?, supra note 49 (referring to
the remark by Dr. Glassberg, who noted that, most importantly, one has "to be comfortable with the sex
you're assigned"). See generally Hester, supra note 3, at 16-18.

68 DREGER, supra note 12.
69 Money et al., supra note 19; MONEY & ERHARDT, supra note 19; Ambiguous Sex, supra note 16,

at 27; see Slijper et al., supra note 25, at 127, 132, 137, 140 (defining pathology as cross-gender identity
or developing an identity not congruent with that assigned); id. at 143 ("early corrective genital surgery
may risk functional impairment while improving the maintenance of gender consistency").
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aggressive medical intervention soon after birth focus on identifying the underlying
intersex condition, and selecting a sex identity predicted as the one most likely for
the child's later identity development, i.e., "optimal gender" assignment, explicitly
recognizing that the most important "sex organ" is the brain.70 Intersex advocates
propose keeping definitive assignment open to individual choice, but using medical
and other inputs that provide clues and cues for making an earlier tentative
assignment.

7 1

Although many supporters of early genital surgery purport to define
"success" along cosmetic lines,7 2 those cosmetics are deemed important because
they save the child from projected psychological injury that would flow from being
seen as not matching the norm for male or female. Using that construct, a child
with male identity but with "normal" female genital appearance would not match
that norm nor be spared psychological trauma. Some medical claims of successful
intersex surgery and treatment, although not supported by systematic data, rely
upon physician-reported "satisfaction" with the outcomes and ability to live happily
within the assigned sex.73 Similarly, opponents of surgery point to myriad reports
and data demonstrating that the intersexed people whose bodies have not been
medically altered report positive personal adjustment and sexual adjustment
outcomes. 74  Success, again, revolves around conformity with individual sex
identity.

Self-reporting a sex identity is part of many application processes. We
depend heavily upon self-reported sex, and seldom, if ever, require verification.
Even when the process seeks sex identification and requires birth certificates for
identification, the statutes refer almost exclusively to verifying age. 75 A child's
developing sense of sex identity can be identified and reported at the times in early
childhood when it actually matters. Parents should be cognizant of signals that
young children send, and can be responsive to tentative identity selected by the

70 AAP Evaluation, supra note 4; ARANA, supra note 7, at 50 (citing testimony of Baskin regarding
trying to figure out a likely sex identity based on genetics and understanding "it's what's between your
ears that counts").

71 E.g., How Can You Assign a Gender (Boy Or Girl) Without Surgery?, ISNA, at
http://www.isna.org/faq/gender assignment (recommending that a child be assigned as boy or girl).

72 See Hester, supra note 3, at 26, 36, 38 & 40.
73 See Hester, supra note 3, at 35; FAUSTO-STERLING, supra note 9, at 92-95; Slijper et al., supra

note 25, at 133 (concerning the different views and different baseline expectations of physicians and
parents regarding the cosmetic and assignment successes of surgery); Marc Mureau et al., Psychosexual
Adjustment of Children and Adolescents After Different Types of Hypospadias Surgery: A Norm-Related
Study, 154 J. OF UROLOGY 1902 (1995).

The San Francisco Human Rights Commission waited for a physician to supply data regarding
reports of satisfaction, but no one did so. The Colombia court also requested data, if it existed, in
response to the ISNA Amicus Brief, supra note 45, asserting the lack of data; none was forthcoming.
Greenberg & Chase, supra note 45.

74 E.g., Reilly & Woodhouse, supra note 28, at 569; Ambiguous Sex, supra note 16, at 29.
75 See statutes cited supra note 5 (representative examples of birth certificates as proof of age, not
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child, even during preschool years. 76 As children mature, they may select sex
identity for purposes of school and sports teams in conjunction with their parents;
the child's own stated preferences should control. 77

By the time sex identity begins to matter for legal identification purposes,
such as for a driver's license, the child should have reached puberty. The vast
majority will have a fairly clear sense of sex identity expressed as conforming more
closely to one or the other of the general sex identity categories of male and
female. 78 Thus, despite the limitations of the bipolar model for capturing the
diversity of sex identities, the categories remain useful as helpfully descriptive. 79

Intersex people, particularly, may choose whether to select a male or female
identity, or to claim a distinctive identity as intersexed, neither-sexed or multiple-
sexed, similar to the treatment of race identity as a nonexclusive category for those
who experience their own identity as nonexclusive. 80

Currently, sex data and race data are treated markedly differently. Sex
information cannot remain permanently "undetermined" on the record; it must be
collected for initial filing within ten days of birth and assigned preferably via
medical records. 8 1 In contrast, the race of the child is not collected, because race is
understood to be a part of identity that can only be self-reported. Parental race
information is collected, explicitly based solely upon self-reporting. 82

76 Cf Slijper et al., supra note 25, at 133. Researchers found that children as young as two to four
years of age not only exhibited behaviors that correlated loosely with gender (aggressive play, e.g., may
signal either gender as internal identity), but also expressed gender identity (unfortunately, often female-
assigned children asserting male identity). Id. at 139-40. Beginning at age four, children can express
views about genital appearance and the desire to change it. Id. Tellingly, Slijper noted that a family that
refused surgical reassignment reported no apparent problems in the rearing of their child; the family
assigned the child as male but physicians originally wanted to reassign as female. Slijper, supra note 25,
at 132.

77 Note that the Colombia court found that children can participate in their own decisions about
gender assignment and medical intervention with respect to gender assignment by the age of five.
Greenberg & Chase, supra note 45; see Management, supra note 17, at 1048 ("[M]ost patients are
convinced by the age of 10 to 15 years as to the direction that would be most suitable for them: male or
female."); id. at 1049 ("Some, usually as adults, will accept an identity as an intersex and plot their own
course.").

78 This article does not express an opinion on whether to recognize "intersex" as a category of sex
identity. It is a subject that the voices and experiences of intersexuals must determine, and it is an
unnecessary decision for the purposes of this proposed change. Requesting a selection according to the
best match for a person's identity, even if the request is made at a later time than near birth, may still
enforce a choice that denies some people the significant reality of their personal identity, although less
so than that of the current birth certificate identity model. See also Management, supra note 17, at
1048-49.

79 See also Greenberg, supra note 41.
80 Options similar to those for race identity may also be considered, i.e., the ability to check neither

male nor female, or the ability to check both. A simple blank line rather than a check box may also
work, although coding will likely continue only for male or female. An intersexed person may choose
to identify as male or female for some identification purposes, but claim the identity of intersex for other
descriptive purposes when it matters.

81 See PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 157 (noting the difference of fetal death certificates, on
which the sex data may be male, female or unknown).

82 BIRTH EDIT SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1, at Item 22, p. 1. Parents are asked to select race
information in accord with "[t]he race(s) that best describes what the mother considers herself to be" and
the "preferred source" is "the mother." Id. at Item 22, p. 1. Furthermore, instructions as to records state:
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Powerful groups-the Office of Management and Budget and the Census
Bureau-requested race assignment, citing the importance of having a race
identifier to track intracensal population growth estimates, and to track other health
outcomes that might correlate to race. The 2003 Panel Report ("Panel") rejected
the request, citing ethical concerns-the inherent problem of identity violation in
having anyone, even a parent, assign race to an individual. The chance that an
individual might identify race differently from that chosen by the parent required
non-assignment at birth:

Race of Child-OMB and the Census Bureau asked that the Birth
Subgroup add a race of child item to the birth certificate. The Subgroup
discussed the merits of including this data item on the recommended birth
certificate. Several members argued in support of this item, and indicated
that the respondent-usually the mother-is the best source of this
information and that her determination should be acceptable. This item
could be useful for data linkage, e.g., immunization registries. Moreover, it
was noted that asking the mother or father to provide the child's race is
preferable to the government imputing race, which would necessarily be
done on a standard basis.

Some Subgroup members pointed out that parents may not agree on child's
race. In addition, it was noted, there are some ethical issues of deciding
what the child's race is at the time of birth. The child may very well later
choose a different race than what the parents chose. It was noted that the
ideal source of race information is that which is self reported. In addition,
the hospital clerk may make a determination of the child's race, even
though race should be based on self-report. For these reasons, the Subgroup
did not recommend adding child's race to the birth certificate. 83

Simply put, assigned identity potentially contravening a child's self-identity
is both unethical and unnecessary, despite (a) its susceptibility to being estimated
with probable accuracy using closely-connected data inputs84 and (b) its necessity
for statistical purposes.

Based on the mother's response to the worksheet or interview, select all the
corresponding checkboxes on the certificate and fill in any literal (written) responses
exactly as given regardless of whether or not any checkboxes are marked. If more than
one response has been chosen, check all selected .... If there is no response, type or
print "Unknown."

Id. Identical instructions were given with respect to the father's race. Id. at Item 25, p. 1.
Death certificate information also specifically directs that the race of the decedent be reported as

"what the decedent considered himself or herself to be." PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 127.
83 Birth Subgroup Report, in PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 85. The full Panel determined race

data with respect to the child was "not needed." Id. at 49. The implications of an assigned race identity
are unlikely to be more important than those of an assigned sex identity, as public acceptance and
recognition of gender expression and the ability to marry closely track sex identity in ways not relevant
for race identity.

84 The data inputs are the parents' own self-reported race identities, which are blended/chosen as a
surrogate for the child's race identity. PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 49.
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IV. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. Solution

There will be no Sex category on the Standard Birth Certificate form; data
about likely sex identity will be sought and reported only in the "information for
medical and health purposes only" vital statistics section that accompanies all birth
certificates.85 Sex identity will be self-reported on other documents, as it is now.

The proposed change will address all three problems associated with
assigning sex-who, when, and where. This article will also address two obvious
questions that arise as to the viability of this solution-how and why.

B. Who

Sex is a question of identity, and the proposed solution recognizes that the
only person capable of naming that identity is the individual, not a third person.
Thus, the solution removes the power to identify sex from a birth attendant/medical
provider and relocates it in the individual.

C. When

Sex identity, which cannot be known at birth, should not be attached to an
individual at birth. Thus, the solution relocates the time of sex identity to a more
mature age, when the identity will show and define itself, i.e., to the relevant time
when self-reported identity is needed.

D. Where

Sex will not be on the birth certificate because it cannot be accurately
assigned then. Thus, the solution relocates the place for formalizing sex identity8 6

to a later document on which it is self-reported---e.g., driver's license or passport.

E. How

The holding and maintenance of nationally consistent records of vital
statistics is a testament to a massive and committed cooperative effort among the
federal government and each state. 87 Despite the fact that obtaining and keeping

85 Information from the accompanying health form is not included in the short form certificate
issued by registrars of vital statistics to be used for identification purposes. See, e.g., OHIO REV. CODE
ANN. § 3705.23(4) (LexisNexis 2006).

86 If it is, indeed, a necessary attribute for legal identification, see ARANA, supra note 7, at 26
(Recommendation 16).

87 See 42 U.S.C. § 242k (2005) (authority for the national system and requirement of annual data
collection). Fifty-seven local registries participate in the national vital statistics system-the fifty states,
five territories, and two municipalities (Washington, D.C, and New York City). For a description of the
system and how it is coordinated, see PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 1, 9-10. A national panel
proposes certificate information and format; states adopt the proposed certificate forms and collection
requirements pursuant to the recommendations of review panels that also prescribe formats and detail
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vital statistics records is primarily a function of the local government, the desire
and need for a national registry and the ability to do research within a national
system has supported the process since 1900.88 The process relies on input from
the many local vital records officials, as well as from other contributors to and
users of the data.89 Therefore, changing the birth certificate may be done through

needed statutory reforms, if any. "These standards take the form of recommended laws and regulations
(Model State Vital Statistics Act and Regulations), definitions and reporting requirements (such as live
birth and fetal death), and reporting forms (U.S. Standard Certificates and Reports)." Id. at 9. The latest
iteration developed extensive guidelines for the electronic reporting of vital statistics. See BIRTH EDIT
SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1. An example of state deference to the national standards may be seen in
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3705.08 (LexisNexis 2006), which explicitly requires the reporting of
information requested by the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, the parent agency for the
CDC and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) that coordinate and run the vital statistics
(DVS) effort.

88 PANEL REPORT, supra note 56:

The first standard certificates for the registration of vital events were developed in 1900
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. These certificates were used for the registration of live
births and deaths. The 1902 Act of Congress that established the Bureau of Census as a
permanent agency of the Federal Government included a provision giving the agency
statutory authority for the development of registration areas for births and deaths. The
Bureau of the Census retained the authority for producing national vital statistics until
1946, when the function was transferred to the U.S. Public Health Service. It is presently
assigned to the Division of Vital Statistics (DVS) of the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS). Authority for this activity by the NCHS is found in the Public Health
Service Act, 42 U.S.C § 242k. This law requires that NCHS collect data annually from
vital records of the States and provide assistance to the States in achieving comparability
of data.

Id. at 1 & 10.
Local registries coordinate through The National Association for Public Health Statistics and

Information Systems (NAPHSIS). See NAT'L ASs'N FOR PUB. HEALTH STATISTICS & INFO. SYS., White
Paper on Recommendations for Improvements in Birth Certificates, May 19, 2005, at 1, available at
http://www.naphsis.org/index.asp?downloadid=220 (regarding the coordinated effort, with NAPHSIS
representing the individual registry jurisdictions); id. at 2 ("Birth certificates provide vital
information.., originally intended for the sole purpose of birth registration, birth certificates are now
used extensively for employment purposes, travel, obtaining benefits, and to obtain other documents
used for identification such as driver licenses, social security cards, and passports.").

89 PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 27 (stating that working with NAPHSIS in 1994, DVS began
the process by surveying the state vital registration and statistics executives).

The list of respondents to receive the questionnaires was developed by DVS with the
assistance of State vital registration and statistics executives, representatives from various
health associations, and organizations involved in vital registration and statistics. DVS
staff also compiled a list of national organizations and data users and data providers of
vital statistics data who would be sent the questionnaires. Each State Registrar provided
addresses for persons or organizations within their state that they thought should be sent
one or more questionnaires. For analysis and tabulation purposes, individuals who were
sent the questionnaires were classified into the following categories: State
Registrars/State Executives, State Health Officers, Medical and Health Services
Associations, Coroners and Medical Examiners, Funeral Directors, Researchers,
Research Organizations, Schools of Public Health, Federal Agencies, County and City
Officials, Local Registrars, Other State and Local Officials, NCHS Staff, and Other. The
objective in compiling this mailing list was to provide opportunities for all persons and
organizations involved in preparing or using vital records to respond to the
questionnaires. DVS staff took several other steps to ensure this objective. First, they
sent a request to the editors of a number of journals asking that they include a notice
about the questionnaires in their organizations' publications. Second, a notice about the
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local grassroots efforts as well as through a nationally-coordinated effort to bring
home the importance of the change.90

Birth certificates, reviewed every ten to fifteen years, have been changed
twelve times during the life of this coordinated system, i.e., in virtually every
review,9 1 showing both its responsiveness to changing needs and its receptiveness
to change. The latest iteration recommended many changes to the medical
information collected 92 and created a new section "for administrative use" to aid in
matching information and protecting privacy.9 3  Currently, birth certificate
information is collected in three parts: basic standard certificate information,94

information designated as "for administrative use," 95 and statistical "information
for medical and health purposes only."9 6  The entire process recognizes the
distinction between statistical information and records/forms/certificates.

questionnaires was included on the NCHS homepage and, third, an electronic mailbox
was created to allow individuals to request copies of the questionnaires via electronic
mail.

Id. at 29.
90 Id.:

The revision process for the 2003 certificates was similar to that used with past revisions.
NCHS assembled a panel of expert consultants... to evaluate the 1989 Standard
Certificates and to recommend revisions. The Panel included State vital records
registration and vital statistics executives, as well as representatives of data provider and
user organizations.

Id. at 12.

Assistance in the selection of the 24 Panel members was sought from several sources.
NAPHSIS was consulted about the 11 individuals representing State vital registration and
statistics executives.... The other members of the Panel represented organizations
whose membership has an interest or involvement in vital registration or vital statistics.
Therefore, the individual organizations were contacted and asked to name someone to
represent them on the Panel.

Id. at 3.
91 PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 1 (noting that before 2003, the certificate had been changed

eleven times); id. at 58 (discussing the 2003 revisions that dealt primarily with detailing the medical
information sought, reformatting the forms, creating a new "administrative use" section, and prescribing
worksheets for gathering the information from appropriate people).

92 Id. at 5 & 58.
93 Some new health information was sought for data collection and linkage purposes. Id. at 4. A

new section, entitled "Information for Administrative Use," was created for items needed to fulfill
statutory mandates not directly related to establishing the permanent, legal record of birth. id. at 63.

94 BIRTH EDIT SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1, at Items 1-13. A small fraction of the information in
these items is all that is included on the short form that registrars issue as the certified certificate.

95 The new category aids in gathering data for potential follow-up, such as parental addresses,
social security numbers, and the like. See PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 63-64; BIRTH EDIT
SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1, at Items 14-19.

96 The PANEL REPORT pointed out that the very detailed information regarding medical as well as
socioeconomic indicators required by BIRTH EDIT SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1, at Items 20-59, are
"'not required for legal or administrative purposes." PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 64-80 (emphasis
added). Understanding this limitation on the usefulness of the medical information will help immensely
in the social assessment of the true meaning of a sex designation at birth. This medical information
section also collects the race of each parent. BIRTH EDIT SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1, at Items 22-25.
The new death certificate actually has a section called "for statistical purposes only" which would be an
even better way to categorize the medical information, including sex designation. See PANEL REPORT,
supra note 56, at 222.
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This article's proposal will make "sex" an item of statistical information
rather than legal record, moving it from the basic certificate, which verifies the
birth for identity and record purposes, to medical information. That information
will then serve its more useful function of being a variable for evaluating outcomes,
and will not need to be imported from the base certificate for researchers who are
entitled to view the data only in an identity "cleansed" format.97 The medical
history would then stand on its own, without need to remain identifiably attached to
the base certificate identity information. Acknowledging that the data on sex
designation is research information rather than identity might also productively
lead to medical information being kept "for statistical use only," institutionalizing
this protection and solidifying the judgment as to the utility of giving an infant a
tentative sex designation. 98

Tellingly, the national workgroup focused on the difference between varied
uses--especially identity versus research information-in assessing what to include
and exclude on the forms. For legal identity, the group noted several factors of
importance. "Sex" was notably missing from that list:

Because the State certificates and reports have multiple uses, many factors

must be considered and evaluated in deciding what should be included in

the recommended standards. Examples of uses are:

97 Data are not available with identifiers, and receiving data beyond that formatted for public use
requires a specific request in writing. See DEP'T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERV., CDC, NAT'L CTR. FOR
HEALTH STATISTICS, National Vital Statistics System, http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss.htm:

Public-Use files can be requested by using the standard procedures for requesting vital
statistics Public-Use files found at Publications and Information Products. Also see
NCHS Public-Use Data File Program and NCHS's Data Release Policy for more
information on NCHS policy, including data use restrictions.

Customized (i.e., Non-Public-Use) files are defined as any files not included in the
definition of Public-Use files as stated above. These would include files that identify all
counties or smaller cities, or files that provide exact dates of birth or death, or
combinations of these. To gain access to a customized vital statistics data file,
researchers must send a letter, email, or fax with a complete description of the proposed
use of the data, including why the data being requested are needed, the exact data items
being requested, how the data will be utilized, who will be utilizing the data, and the time
frame in which it will be needed...

The Director will acknowledge receipt of the request and review it ... . If a request is
approved, the Director will often determine, for reasons of confidentiality, that it is not
appropriate for NCHS to physically release a customized data file directly to the
requestor. Such requests will be referred to the NCHS Research Data Center (RDC),
which allows for controlled access to the data files without their release. The RDC has
specific procedures that must be followed and data requestors are charged for their
services.

98 States need to legislate to protect the privacy of the information to be collected in the new
administrative use section. PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 222. Explicit legal recognition of the
private and non-identifying nature of sex data in such legislation would assist in achieving the goals of
this proposal.
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The records serve as legal and personal identification. This requires
information regarding name, age, and date and place of occurrence;
signatures; and addresses. 99

The Birth Subgroup also noted that when it recommended retaining the "sex" item
for the process, it was important for many statistical purposes, again revealingly
omitting "identity" as one of those factors:10 0

3. SEX

The Subgroup recommended that this item be retained and recorded as
either male or female. This item is used to measure sex differentials in
health-related characteristics and to make population estimates and
projections. This item should be collected for legal and statistical
purposes. The Subgroup further recommended that a placeholder be added
in the data file for "not yet determined" and that the item remain blank on

paper documents until the child's sex is determined. When determined, the
child's sex will be added to the data set. This should aid in ensuring that no
child's permanent file lists "not yet determined" for the sex, even if that
infant dies soon after birth.101

F. Why?

Identification of sex at birth appears to be an age-old custom, one many
people cannot imagine as being harmful.10 2 A common objection to my proposed

change is: Why change the birth certificate for a perceived very small minority of
those born? First, many individuals suffer appalling and very severe harm because
of the medical and legal enforcement of binary sex identification. 10 3 They should

99 Id. at 11. The list continued:

The records provide the statistical information needed by State and local government
agencies, particularly health departments, to plan and evaluate their programs. The
records provide vital statistics for the entire country. These statistics are numerous,
varied, and in many cases related to major public programs. Statistics of births, deaths,
marriages, or divorces are frequently used in public health research and administration to
measure and analyze rates of population growth and changes in population composition,
to study social problems (for example, children affected by divorce and births to unwed
mothers), and to measure actual or potential consumers for numerous products and
services.

Id. (emphasis added).
Presumably, a list sufficiently exhaustive to include consumer-based marketing uses would have

identified "sex" as an important factor in identity if it was deemed to be such a factor.
100 Id.

tot Id. at 59 (emphasis added). Compare this statement with id. at 127 (discussing Death Certificate
information and indicating that collecting sex at death can aid in identification of the deceased).

102 One historian of childhood argued that seventeenth to eighteenth century Americans dressed
little girls and boys in identical clothing (dresses, long hair, etc.) because they were certain that gender
was natural/biological and would emerge as children matured. KARIN CALVERT, CHILDREN IN THE
HousE: THE MATERIAL CULTURE OF EARLY CHILDHOOD, 1600-1900 (1994). The author of this article
is indebted to Leigh Ann Wheeler for this information and resource.

103 See ISNA, http://www.isna.org; Bodies Like Ours, http://www.bodieslikeours.org/Stories.html

(testaments of the intersexed about their treatment, especially genital surgeries, deception, and their
aflermaths); ARANA, supra note 5 (summarizing those testimonials). These testimonials have finally
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be protected. No one is prejudiced by the removal of sex as an identifier on the
birth certificate. There is no legal need to assign a sex at birth. Sex can be reported
for necessary purposes once the vital information, including that of the person's
internal identity, is established. Second, eliminating the designation on the birth
certificate itself does not preclude social assignment of sex pending actual sex
identity development in the individual.10 4 Neither does it preclude gathering and
using collective sex data, as early as birth, for proper purposes, such as monitoring
public health outcomes, or uncovering sex-linked disparate impacts. 10 5

The proposal recognizes that the initial identification of sex is simply
preliminary. The belief that it is definitive stems from conflating the question of
the actual sex identity of any individual with the general accuracy of preliminary
assignment. The proposal does not purport to eliminate the provisional sex
assignment that society relies upon. Instead, it permits the use of sex assignment
for the two purposes for which it is reasonably helpful and not unduly harmful-
public health and social reasons.

Data will still be collected about likely sex, for use in evaluating data about
live births that help us to assess health and social outcomes. In other words,
information will be collected for the purpose that it is useful-that is, the service of
public health goals and the monitoring of public health outcomes in accord with a
collective, aggregate variable that will assist in discerning problematic outcomes,
especially if those outcomes can be tracked collectively as tied to sex.

The second purpose concerns the more social aspects of sex assignment at
birth, which permit a set of social referents that facilitate interaction with the
person. 106 A child's identity is always subject to being informed by how that child

become known to a wider community through some courageous public testimony and activism of
intersex advocates Cheryl Chase, Betsy Driver, and Howard DeVore, among others. These testimonials
have been complemented by excellent scholarly work in sociology by Suzanne Kessler, Morgan
Holmes, and Sharon Preves. Anne Fausto-Sterling, The Five Sexes, Revisited, SC., July 1. 2000, at 18,
20, available at 2000 WLNR 6432010 (emphasizing that extreme harm is done every day to a
significant number of people under the cloak of invisibility, even based on the conservative estimate that
1.7 % of the children born in the U.S. are intersexual in some way).

In my personal experience, when I relate to people of all political affiliations about some of what
has been done in the name of medicine, they are uniformly shocked, and usually outraged, that such
conduct goes on and that they have been unaware of it.

104 See ISNA recommendation of a tentative assignment for child rearing purposes. How Can You
Assign a Gender (Boy Or Girl) Without Surgery, supra note 71.

105 Cf David B. Cruz, Disestablishing Sex and Gender, 90 CAL. L. REv. 997 (2002).

Certainly, there are physical differences between men and women. This, however, does
not mean that such differences necessarily or even frequently justify differences in the
law. Of course, as a social matter, gender exists, and men and women as groups exhibit
statistical differences in a variety of areas, including life expectancies, earnings, chances
of being raped, and likelihood of gender discrimination in employment.

Id. at 1003.
106 Whether this purpose is philosophically ideal, it is a social reality tied to some truths about

society and human cognition that this article chooses not to tackle. Nothing in this proposal
contemplates or necessitates altering this social behavior. Cf Slijper et al., supra note 25, at 142
(arguing that better psychological results follow upon assigning a sex of rearing than having an
ambiguous sex assignment).
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behaves, and many parents develop flexible boundaries for gendered behavior
informed by the child's own preferences, e.g., level of activity, types of toys and
activities, and the behaviors toward which the child gravitates. Having such social
references, both for the individual and for those around him or her, contributes to
psychological and social well-being. This is evidenced by the Intersex Society of
North America's (ISNA) rejection of raising an intersexed child as if he or she had
no sex or gender. ISNA recommends that a provisional gender be assigned to a
child, but that biological, social and psychological options be left open for the child
to eventually make his or her own selection of sex identity. Thus, the proposal here
does not purport to eliminate either the public health or the social reality that
requests that a child be a boy or a girl. It simply refuses to give the legal
imprimatur of truth and permanence to the assignment on behalf of any given
individual.

This proposal emphatically does not suggest the complete cessation of the
collection of sex identification data, especially not in situations in which that data is
extremely important for monitoring how groups of people-males and females,
e.g.-are treated in comparison with each other. The proposal simply insists that
data should be collected when and where it is needed to serve an identifiable
purpose, i.e., as a variable for analyzing inputs and outcomes on an aggregate basis,
not as an assignment of any one individual's sexual identity. Realistically, society
recognizes two sexes, and treats them differently. Unjustified differential treatment
is recognized as remediable discrimination under the law. Social outcomes,
therefore, need to be monitored to uncover disparate impacts that reveal
discriminatory behavior, and to track the equitable targeting of medical, legal, and
social resources. 10 7 Birth outcomes are one such area; it is good public policy to
monitor inputs (prenatal care, e.g.) and outcomes (birth weight, e.g.) correlated
with sex as identified at birth. 10 8

Most compelling is the rationale that supported the refusal to assign race at
birth-that it is not ethical for anyone to exert power to define a feature of core
identity, and that it is not necessary to override that ethical concern in order to
conduct accurate public health and statistical studies of population and outcomes.
Race is understood as (1) a critical aspect of self-identity, (2) ideally, perhaps only,
self-reported, and therefore, (3) it should not, ethically, be assigned by anyone else,

107 For example, education, employment, life expectancy, health care issues and outcomes,
salary/income/poverty, effects of marriage, non-marriage and divorce, etc. These categories of inquiry
inform us about the status of important issues, thereby enabling the fashioning of public and social
policy responses to it.

108 Witness the issue of sex-selective abortion, and concomitant demographic-altered ratios of male
to female births; note the importance of examining birth weights, gestation periods, survival rates,
significant birth anomaly rates, and the like, by referencing as to whether outcomes differ significantly
between male and female infants. In fact, one recent research paper using vital statistics data looked at
trends in the proportion of live births by sex. T.J. Matthews & Brady E. Hamilton, DEP'T OF HEALTH &
HUMAN SERV., CDC, Div. OF VITAL STATISTICs, Trend Analysis of the Sex Ratio at Birth in the United
States, NAT'L VITAL STATISTICS REP., June 14, 2005, at I, available at
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr53/nvsr53_20.pdf.
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even a parent. 109 An acknowledged "second best" source, the mother, is not
permitted to override self-identity. The lingering permanence of the assignment is
so well-understood it is unspoken. A need for data-to assess population growth
by race, to link childhood health inputs and outcomes to medical information at
birth by race, and for other studies-was insufficient to overcome the primacy of
identity. 10 The Panel thought it better to impute race from other data points, such
as parental race, than to assign it. Data corruption, presumably, would be minimal
because of the aggregating nature of the studies involved. As against imposing
identity, such minimal data corruption was a sounder outcome. Later self-reporting
can presumably assist in subsequent research where the use of the race variable is
important.

These insights and cost-benefit balances apply to sex identity information on
the birth certificate as well. Its purpose is for research and statistical use, not to
define the child. The data point, when used, is a variable in large demographic
aggregate studies.111 The "sex" data currently collected will not change under the
proposal. Thus, for necessary public health correlations, the generally accurate
assignments currently relied upon will remain sufficient. In fact, generally accurate
assignments comprise the data collected today, since it is known with certainty that
some children's sex identity cannot be accurately predicted at birth.112  The only
change, therefore, does not involve the data, but the method of collecting the same
data to avoid infringing upon the self-identity of any individual.

Some may argue that sex is different from race, as it is biological. However,
the acknowledged fact is that biologically, a significant number of people are born
without fully congruent sex determinants. Biology supports the inability to assign
sex accurately. If what is meant is that sex is not an issue of identity at all, but
merely of biology, then there should be no objection to the collection of sex data
not as identity assignments, but as medical information, where all the scientific data
is collected.

A second objection might be that sex can be assigned accurately for a vast
majority of newborns, and thus we should either continue assigning it to everyone,

109 For example, the selection of multiple racial identities is permitted on the 2000 Census and now
on vital statistics certificates.

110 PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 49, 85 (suggesting that the Panel knew that government data
collections and studies would need to address this uncertainty, but apparently believed that the potential
inaccuracy of non-self-reported data outweighed the need to "assign" a category that would later be used
to identify a child in contravention to that child's self-identity); see supra text accompanying note 83.

11 The author's research assistant, Kevin Nilsson, collected vital statistics data reports from the
CDC NCHS website, and studied the reports for the frequency with which studies of birth statistics used
birth data including a "sex" variable, and analyzed how often, if ever, the "sex" identifier was
individuated. He catalogued thirty-five reports, in twelve of which "sex" was a variable. None of the
studies linked sex individually with a person, although six linked birth to death records, one contacted
mothers of low birth weight infants to collect survey data, and two inferred marital status by comparing
surnames of mother and child in the six states that did not collect marital status data (unpublished
spreadsheet on file with author).

112 See also Cruz, supra note 105, at 1061 ("ceas[ing] to require sex identification on driver's
licenses.., would do the most to minimize entanglement of the state and gender. The incremental loss
of identifying information is well worth the substantial gain in gender autonomy.").
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or refuse to assign it only in the face of biological ambiguity. First, the same is true
for race. Many newborns are born to parents with identical and single racial
identities, making the "guess" at birth one likely to be accurate for the self-adopted
racial identity of the child. This reality is not enough to permit the assignment of
race, nor should it be for sex. The refusal to assign race is not limited to the
"questionable" cases. Indeed, the insight gained from the "questionable" cases
grounds the understanding that identity cannot be assigned at all, but can only be
self-defined and self-reported.

More importantly, the problem inheres not simply in an inaccurate
assignment. It inheres in the hubris of the enterprise of assigning a critical aspect
of identity. Preserving the general practice of assignment, with specific exceptions,
will both preserve the problematic perception of sex assignment as definitive, and
further marginalize intersex infants rather than including them as full members of
society. In the language of the common law, the exception has proven the error of
the rule. It is time for a new rule. Rather than isolate some infants as "different,"
the law should use the insight that sex is self-defined to treat all infants, children
and adults with the respect they are due. 113

The third anticipated objection is that sex, unlike race, is a legally necessary
tag. 1 4 Although the tag of race has been rejected as a basis to justify harmful
discrimination, it remains a viable legal' 15 and social category in the efforts to
overcome the consequences of such discrimination. 116 The legal consequences
associated with race flow from recognizing and remedying discrimination. Self-
reported, and perceived, racial identity-that is, not an identity assigned at birth-
is the legal incident of importance. The timing of the legal need for identity
dictates the timing of the need for an identity to be established. Similarly, there is

113 Variation should not be assumed to be deviation, but rather an extension of the range of what is
normal. See Management, supra note 17, at 1046 (suggesting language that eschews defining some
infants as normal and others as not, e.g., typical and atypical rather than normal and abnormal); Hester,
supra note 3, at 29 (indicating that so-called "ambiguous genitalia" are "well within the range of
statistical probability of variation") (citing Laurence McCullough, The Ethics of Gender Reassignment,
Presentation at 1999 Pediatric Gender Reassignment Conference: A Critical Reappraisal (Apr. 30,
1999)).

114 One might note that in the dark days, race tags were deemed legally necessary as well, not
because race was a legal category, but because the social and legal consequences of race required its
inclusion as part of legal identity. Those days also removed race from the self-defined category, and
imposed it from without on the basis of the "one-drop" rule. See Greenberg, supra note 5, at 293-94 &
nn. 190-193; see generally Greenberg, supra note 41. These are not practices to which one wants to look
for normative guidance, it would seem.

"15 Grutter v. Bollinger, 538 U.S. 982 (2003) (upholding an affirmative action plan at the University
of Michigan law school that took account of race as one of many factors for admissions in order to
achieve a more diverse class).

116 California Proposition 209, now CAL. CONST., art. I, § 31 (1996), eliminated affirmative action
on the basis of race, and led to some cessation of data collection using racial identifiers. Immediate
effects resulted as to the proportion of African-American and Asian-American students admitted to and
matriculating in the most selective University of California schools. See Look What Happens When
Affirmative Action is Banned, 34 J. BLACKS IN HIGHER EDUC. 82 (Winter 2001-2002); Grace Carroll et
al., Those Who Got in the Door: The University of California-Berkeley 's Affirmative Action Success
Story, 69 J. NEGRO EDUC. 128 (Winter-Spring 2000).
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no currently identified legal need to have a sex identity at birth. The legally
necessary information, as recognized by the Panei, is not inclusive of sex.

Because the State certificates and reports have multiple uses, many factors
must be considered and evaluated in deciding what should be included in
the recommended standards. Examples of uses are:

The records serve as legal and personal identification. This requires
information regarding name, age, and date and place of occurrence;
signatures; and addresses. The individual and numerous public agencies-
schools, welfare departments, Passport Services, Social Security
Administration, and Veterans Administration-have a direct interest in the
information for legal purposes. 117

Sex identity has legal importance much later than at birth. For that later time,
it can be based upon self-report.

This, of course, leads to the fourth likely objection-that self-identified sex
will permit people to fraudulently claim a sex for purposes of manipulating the law
for their own ends, 118 e.g., in discrimination claims, but most divisively, for
purposes of claiming an ability to enter into an opposite-sex marriage. As to
discrimination cases, the identified and perceived sex, just as the identified or
perceived disability in Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) claims, will provide
the important baseline for analysis. 119 For purposes of marriage, the claimed actual
identity and expressed identity will prove more readily determinable and be
consistent with policy purposes underlying a sex identity test for the legal ability to
marry.

120

117 PANEL REPORT, supra note 56, at 10 (emphasis added).
lI 8 Interestingly, sex identification information for most purposes is self-reported. It is routine to

rely on information completed and collected by self-report methods, and little to no problem is
experienced in accepting self-reported identity. Indeed, questions are most likely raised only when the
person's appearance-gender expression-communicates a sex at odds with the reported sex identity.
This may be the very situation in which many intersexuals find themselves when they must report the
inaccurate sex identification from the birth certificate. See, e.g., Greenberg, supra note 5, at 307-09
(explaining why the claim of fraud is not viable and verifying that intersexuals report problems when
they provide documents showing a sex assignment that does not match their appearance or actual gender
identity),

119 Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), 42 U.S.C. § 12102(2) (2005) (specifically
defining "disability" as "a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the
major life activities" or "being regarded as having such an impairment"). The ADA Title I EEOC
Interpretive Guidance to 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(1) notes that (1) being perceived as having a disability, (2)
having a disabling condition that is perceived as one that substantially limits a major life activity, or (3)
being subject to attitudes toward a disability or condition that render it a substantial limitation all qualify
as "disability" for purposes of the protections of the statute and regulations. THE LAW OF DISABILITY
DISCRIMINATION HANDBOOK: STATUTES AND REGULATORY GUIDANCE 20 (Ruth Colker & Adam
Milani eds., 5th ed. 2005).

120 See infra text accompanying notes 138-47; Greenberg, supra note 5, at 307-08. Members of
same-sex couples do not want to change their sexual identity to get married, they want to keep it. Same-
sex couples seek to marry within their sex identity-to a member of their similarly identified sex. They
do not deny their sex in order to circumvent opposite-sex marriage laws; they instead seek extension to
same-sex partnerships.
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One promise of the change is that the need to wait until identity is expressed
by the individual will inform the assessment and use of radical, invasive medical,
social and psychological treatments that enforce a pre-assigned sex identity,
especially if those treatments remove later options for the child. Surgical and
hormonal sex assignment enforcement will no longer be assumed to be
unquestionably reasonable decisions for parents and physicians to make on behalf
of infants. 12 1 Another promise is that the reality of intersex will be recognized.
Intersex will be understood to represent a sex and sex identity, and differential
harmful treatment on the basis of that sex identity will be recognized as sex
discrimination. 122

VII. HOPED-FOR EFFECTS TO GROUND POSITIVE CHANGE

Under the proposed "tweak," parents of intersexed infants will be given the
opportunity to become parents who can cherish their healthy child immediately.
The pressure of selecting the "right" sex assignment while adjusting to their child's
intersexuality will be removed, as neither they nor the physicians have the power-
much less the responsibility-to make such an apparently irreversible yet necessary
choice in the absence of critical information that can be provided only years later
by the child. These parents will be spared the current "problem" mentality that the
medical model of sex assignment inflicts upon them and their relationship to their
child. 123 Medical and counseling input will take on the role of helping the child

121 The law of informed consent uses two standards for determining the options that should be
discussed with a patient: (1) the "reasonable physician standard" that focuses on professional judgment
about viable options, and (2) the "reasonable patient standard" that focuses on what reasonable people in
the patient's shoes would consider as information pertinent to the decision-making process. In assessing
whether the patient would have decided differently if she or he had been given the missing information,
courts use a reasonable patient standard. See, e.g., Martin, supra note 36, at 146 (detailing cases
representing these standards).

In a "reasonable physician" state, as long as there is an accepted school of thought among the
practitioners in the medical profession that determined early surgical intervention as the best or only
viable choice, the infants born in those states will have no viable informed consent cause of action, even
if information about non-surgical alternatives was withheld or downplayed. Even in jurisdictions that
follow the "reasonable patient" standard, juries may well find it difficult to determine that a parent
confronted with the medical evidence, and communicated with in accord with medical protocols, would
consider other options and refuse surgical intervention. Juries will have a hard time finding that well-
meaning reasonable parents would refuse surgery that matches the infant's genitals to the selected sex,
particularly where the issue of sex had to be determined so quickly for something as important as the
permanent birth record.

122 Thus changing the result reached in Wood v. C.G. Studios, 660 F. Supp. 176 (E.D. Pa. 1987)
(denying protections of sex discrimination statute for intersexual alleging discrimination on basis of
intersexuality).

123 See Hester, supra note 3, at 31 (relating that parents frequently find their child to be perfect
and beautiful, changing only after being deluged with the medical rhetoric about the "tragedy" of
intersex, the existence of ambiguity in the genital formation, etc.) (citing KESSLER, supra note 17). See
also FAUSTO-STERLING, supra note 9, at 92 (relating stories of parents whose children were surgically-
altered despite their protests, or who agreed to surgery only after medical information repeatedly
questioned the normalcy of the child's genitals, and noting medical manuals devoted to how to convince
parents to accept surgery and override their reluctance to consent).
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and parents adjust to the reality of intersex, which is the goal of any viable
treatment model. 124

Assignment, once it is recognized as tentative, can be acknowledged as a
potentially wrong guess. 125 Parents can respond to the manifestations of sex
identity in their child, rearing the child with a tentative sex identity while awaiting
the input from the child. One immediate change must be changing the "not yet
determined" category 126 to "not yet identified" or "intersex," and recognizing it as
a legitimate and a long-term assignment on the birth medical forms. Officially
recognizing uncertainty as a category will help in normalizing intersexuality and in
gathering better data on frequency. The desire of intersexuals and others to choose
to identify as male, female, intersex, or any other combination should be studied, so
that the options for sex identity selections in forms, such as the Birth Certificate,
will be based upon actual self-identifications by the individuals, as has been done
in race identity selections.

Data about the likely sex of the child will be collected purely as medical
information and statistical demographic data. At or near birth, that data is relevant
only because it may be aggregated, permitting trends to be studied through that
aggregation and correlation, such as that of birth weight, survival, ratio, region, and
the serious health issues that are manifest at birth. Later data about sex will be
collected by self-report, in accord with how the person identifies and presents him
or herself at the time. It will be collected for purposes for which it can be truly
relevant and useful-to monitor the effects of schooling, health care, and
discrimination in employment and other pertinent areas of social meaning. Sex
identification data will remain important for the foreseeable future, as long as
society continues to visit differential and harmful consequences upon its members
because of their sex. Self-reported sex is needed to identify, assess, monitor, and
craft workable solutions to persistent problems of differential effects on the basis of
sex. Under the proposal, sex data will be collected for much the same reason that
race data is now collected-as a way of monitoring outcomes that can vary because
of race or sex. Despite its ideal irrelevance for outcome and its inability to capture
the true range of the meaning of sex and race, failing to collect this data can lead to
the problematic results seen in California, where the absence of race data permits
the masking of decision-making based on race, and consequently fails to address
the still active effects of discrimination. 127

124 ISNA and others call for truth, counseling, peer support, and other patient-centered practices to
aid intersex children as they grow and develop. What Does ISNA Recommend for Children with
Intersex?, ISNA, http://www.isna.org/faq/patient-centered; Management, supra note 17, at 1046, 1048
(multi-staged counseling must start directly, both for parents and the child individually).

125 See FAUSTO-STERLING, supra note 9, at 92-95 (reporting a study in which up to sixteen percent
of intersexed adults chose a different sex identity from the assigned sex); Management, supra note 17, at
1048-49 (noting the types of cases in which identity is impossible to predict, and the need to counsel
people through any changes later in life).

126 BIRTH EDIT SPECIFICATIONS, supra note 1, at Item 3.
127 See supra note 116.
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Removing the need and power to assign sex to infants should provide an
important scaffold for changing the medical approach to treating intersex infants. It
should remove a justification for surgery and shape the nature and legal assessment
of the informed consent dialogue. These changes can affect both physicians and
parents.

Surgery will lose some of its social and psychological support. First,
physicians will no longer have the tremendous power and pressure to take
responsibility for "assigning" sex. This simple change will irrevocably alter the
rhetoric and reality of the so-called social or medical "emergency" that underlies
much of the rationale and power for performing early surgery on infants. 128 Once
there is no demonstrable current need to "match" an infant's genitals and hormonal
influences with a presumed future manifestation of sex identity, questions about the
viability of such early surgery will become paramount. There will be a foundation
for questioning and changing medical practice. The psychology of alarmed
urgency will be replaced by a psychology of supportive-and supported-
development. Intervention will give way to the support that advocates demand and

physicians tout. 12 9 The role of "fixer" can be displaced. Props for the claims of

psychological trauma might also begin to be dismantled. Lack of studies

supporting such trauma can become visible; studies demonstrating the

psychological trauma of intervention can be given voice. Intersexuality, rather than

genitals, can begin its path to being "normalized." 130

Second, the change will alter the legal support as well as the rhetorical

equation for informed consent. Irreversible procedures will be subject to question

and analysis based on traditional criteria before permitting parents to consent in

lieu of the child. 13 1 Removing the need to assign sex can radically alter which

medical procedures are classified as appropriate. Recognizing sex identification as

tentative should limit parental power to choose medical methods to conform a body

to that identity. Issues of medical necessity, urgency, and whether genital surgeries

are non-experimental procedures supported by evidence of outcomes justifying risk

for benefit 132 will be assessed within a different framework, and likely will yield

different answers.

Influences on parental judgment will also change. What is deemed

"reasonable" will be evaluated in light of the changed circumstance. Currently, the

need to have a single, permanent sex identity assigned at birth supports a parental

judgment to accept medical treatments that align the child's body with the chosen

identity. Medical and legal pressure to conform to this social ideal makes it

128 See supra notes 19-23 and accompanying text (particularly citations to Hester).

129 See ISNA Guidelines and Management, supra note 17.

130 Katrina Karkazis, Presentation at the Cardozo Women's Law Journal & Bodies Like Ours

Symposium: Intersex Education, Advocacy & The Law (Feb. 23, 2005).
131 See Beh, supra note 34; Lareau, supra note 21; Ford, supra note 36; Martin, supra note 36. All

demonstrate that traditional rules for parental consent on behalf of children have been suspended or
ignored in the analysis of parental consent power in cases of infant genital surgery.

132 Beh, supra note 34.
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difficult for parents, physicians, judges or jurors to perceive that judgment as
"unreasonable" for a parent in that position. 133 As long as that parental judgment
appears reasonable, the reality of informed consent practice will likely not
change-as evidenced by its stubborn resilience in the face of different rhetoric and
philosophy and empirical evidence of harmful medical and psychological
outcomes. 134 The legal constraints of informed consent law have little power to
alter practice or outcomes if medical personnel know that the law both requires sex
assignment and considers invasive surgical assignment as a reasonable choice for
parents. Without a change, juries will believe that parents faced with the issue of
intersexuality would not have decided differently, and were reasonable in selecting
the surgical option-as many parents apparently continue to do even when
provided with the information about alternatives to surgical intervention. This is
one reason that Professor Hazel Glen Beh now proposes that parents should not be
able to give informed consent to genital surgery at all-because they cannot be
expected to bear the burden of such a choice. 135

Once implemented, the proposal not to permit sex assignment at birth
fundamentally changes the dialogue between physician and parent. When one
cannot even rhetorically assign sex, altering a child's body to conform to a well-
educated speculation about sex identity acquires the aura of hubris it deserves.
Incentives to physicians, who are notably risk-averse to claims for malpractice, will
change drastically. Genital surgery for cosmetic ends becomes what it is. 136

Natural reactions to such a procedure can displace the natural reactions currently
understood to accompany the need to know-is it a boy or a girl. 137 The impact of

133 See, e.g., Martin, supra note 36, at 146:

The physician-based standard requires expert testimony, and measures the duty of
disclosure by the standard of a reasonable medical practitioner in a similar situation.
More than 25 states have adopted this standard. The reasonable patient standard, held in
the landmark case, Canterbury v. Spence, calls for a judgment as to what a reasonable
patient would find material in making an informed decision. This approach does not
require expert testimony and has been adopted in almost all of the remaining states. The
third standard, the subjective patient standard, has not gained support, because it gives the
patient the option to testify as to what information she would have found important, and
that she would have declined treatment, had the information been disclosed.

Id. (internal citations omitted).
134 Beh, supra note 34.
135 Id.
136 Insurance coverage for non-medically-indicated cosmetic surgery may become far less likely,

which alters the financial incentives for providers as well as the financial implications to parents in ways
that may generate more thoughtful and hesitant decisions. However, surgeries to meet the expressed
desires of the individual to conform one's own body to one's own declared sex identity should be treated
differently, as being medically-indicated in support of identity, and thus qualifying for, or requiring,
health insurance coverage.

137 People are appalled to learn of irreversible genital surgery performed on infants to "look"
normal, especially when the surgery might well influence genital sensitivity, contravene the sex identity
the individual eventually develops, and occur in an atmosphere of urgency, secrecy, and deception that
is the reported norm at many institutions. How Come Many People Have Never Heard of Intersex?,
ISNA, at http://www.isna.org/faq/end-secrecy shows the effectiveness of a long tradition and practice of
invisibility. Furthermore, Suzanne Kessler conducted a study that showed college students
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any proposed treatment will be more visible. Treatments will be discussed and
assessed on the individual's ability to be, experience/feel, and express one's own
sex and sexuality throughout life.

As to discrimination, unmasking that male/female is neither a biological
imperative, exclusive binary, nor a legally mandated one, permits one to rethink the
binary construct that will be useful for assessing discrimination because of sex.
Failure to conform to an idealized "match" among role, sex, gender, and expression
of sex/gender, and/or defining an individual primarily by his or her sex, underlies
most sex discrimination. 138 The binary motivating much discriminatory behavior
that courts have remedied, e.g. in the workplace, is one of (ideal) male/not-male-
sometimes (ideal) female/not-female. Recognizing that discrimination flows from
a negative reaction to a person's sex identity and how well it "matches" constructed
"norms" of behavior, appearance, identity, expression etc., will permit recognizing
discrimination because of intersexuality as being "on the basis of sex," and
accordingly justify intervention to correct it.

As to marriage, the goal of this article is to contribute to ending the harm
legally, medically, and socially inflicted upon intersexuals, and to provide a
framework for meaningfully including intersexuals into legal and social life. It is
therefore essential that the intersexed be eligible to marry, 139 at the very least upon
terms equivalent to those governing others' ability to marry legally. Currently,
many states restrict the right to marry to members of the opposite sex-"one man
and one woman"140 -while others permit same sex unions ranging from marriage
to legally recognized partnerships. 14 1 This proposal does not require any change in
the approach of any state to defining marriage. It simply recognizes that defining
sex, particularly for an intersexed person, must be done in accord with self-
reported, internal sex identity. Concerns about fraudulently-claimed sex identity

overwhelmingly stated that they would not choose surgery if they had variant genitals, especially if it
would lead to decreased function in sensuality and pleasure. KESSLER, supra note 17, at 103.

138 In many cases, the problems plaintiffs confront often deal with the imposition of the ideal
expectations that their sex identity should conform with their gender expression and/or sexuality, and
consequently, discrimination against them for their failure to match that idealized norm. Oncale v.
Sundowner, 523 U.S. 75 (1999) (involving male working on oil rig who was considered less than
"effectively masculine," and subjected to physical sexualized behavior similar to that often identified
with intimidating females, e.g., rape mimicking); Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228, 235
(1989) (denying female employee partnership because her behavior was not adequately "feminine").
See also Gender Nonconformity Theory, supra note 38.

139 Marriage is a fimdamental right and the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized the importance of
marriage to people. See, e.g., Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967) (holding anti-miscegenation statutes
unconstitutional); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965) (holding laws against contraception
unconstitutional, and noting that enforcement would otherwise permit intrusion upon the sacred space
and state of marital intimacy).

140 See, e.g., Greenberg, supra note 5, at 297-98 & nn.210-49. Note that intervening statutes and
initiatives have altered some of the states as listed in the article.

141 Massachusetts currently recognizes same-sex marriage. See Goodridge v. Dep't of Pub. Health,
440 Mass. 309, 798 N.E.2d 941 (2003). Some states also recognize same-sex civil unions or domestic
partnerships, e.g., CAL. FAM. CODE §§ 297, 297.5, 300, 302, 308.5 (Deering 2005); N.J. STAT. ANN. §
26:8A-6(c) (West 2005); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 15, §§ 1201 et seq. (2005) and tit. 18, §§ 5160 et seq.
(2005).
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evoke the following responses. First, incentives for fraudulent identity exist now in
states that recognize only opposite sex marriage. The outpouring of same-sex
partners seeking marriage has occurred precisely in instances where the
government body announces recognition of same-sex marriage. 142 Couples testing
opposite sex marriage have done so openly. 143 People appear to be highly unlikely
to claim a sex identity at odds with their own identity, even when claiming their
own identity leads to negative and discriminatory treatment. 144 Identity is dearly
held.

Second, a lived identity is far more likely to be testable than an assigned
identity at birth, where someone chooses among competing markers of sex to select
one to assign to the intersex child. The accuracy of the reported identity can be
tested against the individual's previous and current selection of sex identity and
expression. Highly consistent sex identity reports and expression should bear the
weight of assessing accuracy of the reported identity for purposes of marriage. As
with claims for religious free exercise, the test for accuracy should not be one of
"truth," but one of sincerity. 145 Just as the "truth" of an asserted religious belief
cannot be determined, 146 the "truth" of an intersexual's self-reported sex identity
cannot be objectively verified by aligning all the biological and social markers of
sex; the definition of intersex precludes fully congruent biological markers from
being present, but does not preclude the individual from having a basic sexual
identity. Sincerity can be tested just as it is tested in religion cases, by examining
the consistency of adherence to the claim, behavior congruent with the claim, and

142 For instance, the San Francisco experience and the Massachusetts experience both demonstrate
that couples seek marriage as validating their own identity, and marriage under conditions that
recognize, rather than deny, their right to marry their partner of choice, whatever their sex identities. The
San Francisco same-sex marriages were declared invalid in Lockyer v. City and County of San
Francisco, 95 P.3d 459 (2004). See also Greenberg, supra note 5, at 307-08 (dismissing the fraud
argument as unjustified, because people will not likely disavow their own identity, certainly not any
more so than currently permitted by the established rules).

143 In almost every state, the cases concerning same-sex marriage were brought on behalf of same-
sex partners who want to have the right to marry accorded to them. See Robin Cheryl Miller & Jason
Binimow, Annotation, Marriage Between Persons of the Same Sex-United States and Canadian Cases,
I A.L.R. FED. 2D 1 (2005).

144 The treatment of transsexuals, often intensely negative and discriminatory, make it unlikely
anyone would choose those experiences unless it corresponded with deep-seated understandings of their
own, undeniably-held sex identity. Cf Richard Storrow, Naming the Grotesque Body in the "Nascent
Jurisprudence of Transsexualism ", 4 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 275, 279-80 (1997) (noting how "the court
objectifies the transsexual as a disruption of a fixed social order through her willful alteration of her
body, and thus sees her as deserving of social censure") (internal citations omitted).

145 E.g., United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163, 184 (1965) (stating that religion must be tested by
sincerity, not "truth" of asserted beliefs); Witmer v. United States, 348 U.S. 375, 381-82 (1955)
(involving cases interpreting conscientious objector requirements, and noting that validity of belief
cannot be questioned, only whether it is sincerely held); Thomas v. Review Bd. of Ind. Employment
Sec. Div., 450 U.S. 707, 714 (1981) (stating that the question is not whether a religious belief is logical
or comprehensible, but if it is a religious belief); EEOC v. Union Independiente de la Autoridad de
Acueductos y Alcantarillados de P.R., 279 F.3d 49, 56 (1st Cir. 2002) (holding that the belief must be
religious and "sincerely held," and sincerity hinges upon individual credibility).

146 E.g., Thomas, 450 U.S. at 714; United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78, 86-87 (1944).
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previous expressions of the claim. 14 7 Whatever one's position regarding the policy
question of marriage between members of the same or opposite sex, the policy of
opposite sex marriage' 4 8 can be served by relying upon the sincerely-held sex
identity of both members. Accepting the current model of one man/one woman
marriage recognized by most states, the identity as man or woman must be what is
personal and expressed, not what someone may have mistakenly believed it would
be within ten days, or even one year, of birth. States that permit intersexuals, and
sometimes transsexuals, to change their sex on a birth certificate without noting
that it is a change, or keeping the incorrect record, already accept this form of
identity for sex.

IX. CONCLUSION

Removing the Sex indicator from the Birth Certificate and placing it in the
medical information is a sensible, compassionate move that responds to the
undeniable reality of intersexuality, as well as to male/female identity.
Implementing this proposal is simple, doable, fair, and necessary. Nothing is lost,
but much is gained for all.

For most people, not much will change. Someone, probably parents and
medical birth attendants, will determine a provisional sex identity shortly after
birth, and use that identity to refer to the child, report the birth, and provide social
guidance on raising the child. Society will still use sex identifiers as a collective
variable for evaluating whether or not sex shows correlation with differential
outcomes in any number of spheres. Children and adults will still claim and self-
report their sex identity. They might notice-or they might not-whether their
actual sex identity matches the provisional identity assigned at birth.

More might change for some-intersexed infants and adults. They will still
be given a provisional sex identity, which will be reported and used. However,

147 Sincerity is tested not by conformity to the forms of a church dogma, United States v.
Rutherford, 437 F.2d 182, 186-87 (8th Cir. 1971), but by facts that provide evidence about subjective
sincerity of the claimed belief, Witmer, 348 U.S. at 381-82. Credibility must be assessed by
disregarding one's own beliefs and objectively determining whether the person acts in a manner
consistent with professed belief. Int'l Soc. for Krishna Consciousness v. Barber, 650 F.2d 430, 441 (2d
Cir. 1981).

148 Cruz, supra note 105:

It is not ipso facto improper for government to count men and women, although there
could be problems if it did not accept self-identification, at least where sincerity is clear.
Sincerity might preclude acceptance of some assertions of gender identity if, for example,
a gay man presented himself as a man in virtually every way but for some reason (such as
civil marriage) claimed to be a woman. Otherwise, neutrality and sincerity should allow
almost any transperson, or intersexual person, to self-identify.

Id. at 1042 (citing Ballard, 322 U.S. at 88-92). Cf Randi E. Frankle, Does A Marriage Really Need
Sex?: A Critical Analysis Of The Gender Restriction On Marriage, 30 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 2007 (2003):

There seems to be only one U.S. case that involved a challenge to a marriage where one
of the partners was a "hermaphrodite." This case was decided in 1878. The brief opinion
stated that because the appellant knew of his wife's "malformation" when he entered the
marriage, he had no right to complain thirteen years later.

Id. at 2018-19 (citing Peipho v. Peipho, 88 Ill. 438, 438 (1878)).
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they too will retain control over their own individual actual sex identity, and their
definition will be recognized as definitive. Again, they might notice-or they
might not-whether their own identity matches that provisionally assigned.

The suggested proposal does not ask for much-just a simple movement of a

single data point from one part of a form to another. If that little is done, the law
might become a shell for multiple possibilities of just practices and outcomes that

include the intersexed, rather than remaining a box for exclusion-most often to be
checked.




